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ASG Continues Rapid
Pace of Operation
By Valerie Flickinger
Assistant News Editor
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Michelle Lovelady, assistant director of annual giving, described her office's relationship with
student affairs at Tuesday's ASG meeting.

`91-'92 Budget Grants Will Total $8.79 Million
By Nancy Hinkel
Assistant News Editor
Michael Hyde, vice-president of development, informed
the finance committee that
Allegheny grants for the 199192 budget will total $8.79 million; $810,000 more than the

projected amount of $7.98 million. This money will be put
forward to financial aid spending for sophomores, juniors
and seniors.
The reason for the increase
was the fact that Allegheny's
families' incomes did not increase, but rather fell, while

college costs have risen. For
this reason, the college has had
to increase its financial spending.
Provost Andrew T. Ford
added that through a combination of grants, loans and work
study, the college will most
likely be able to meet the financial needs of the class entering in the fall of 1992. "We
continued our analysis and concluded that for fall we will be
able to meet need," said Ford.
With the projected size of 565
freshmen entering next fall,
Allegheny will be able to
limit, or cap the financial aid
spending at around $3 and a
half million.
The finance committee
will use this new information
to make suggestions for next
year's budget.

The Allegheny Student
Government (ASG) met
Tuesday evening in the Walker
Room. Two guest speakers,
Michelle Lovelady, assistant director of annual giving for development, and president of the
International Club Guto Castro,
presented their groups' purposes. The finance committee
recommended several budgets in
response to several organizations' requests. Also discussed
was the issue of night study.
Lovelady spoke of the often
overlooked relationship her office has with students.
Lovelady said this was the first
time she has been asked to
speak to a student group concerning her responsibilities.
She said, "I really welcome the
opportunity to come and talk
with you [about the office of
annual giving]...because it's
something you don't come into
contact with."
Lovelady said the annual
fund office works in several
aspects of college fundraising.
One major project is the annual
phonathon, which is now
strictly solicitation by paid students instead of volunteers, as in
the past. She said, "We think
it's going to work better for the
money we're putting in."
Other projects undertaken
by the annual fund office are the
senior class gift projects, matching gift programs, once-a-year
internships, and class reunion
gifts. Lovelady said that all of
these projects are for the sole
purpose of raising money for
the operating budget of the college. The annual fund will attempt to reach a goal of $1.8
million this year, out of an operating budget of $40 million

Crawford Scare Caused by Rumor
By T. Jeffrey Weiss
News Editor
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Senior Celebration! Even though commencement is seven
months away the senoir members of the Allegheny men's soccer
team celebrated their last game with a "champagne toast". John
Dinkins opts for the celebration, not necessatily the toast.

The residents of Crawford
Hall received a scare this week
when rumors circulated that
Allegheny's Panhellenic
Council was going to take over
their building. These rumors
were unfounded and Panhel president Ellen Dunham said, "Our
intentions are not to upset any
people on campus. We would
just assume stay where we are
than cause problems.
Rumors sprang up after
Panhel held their organizational
meeting in the lounge of
Crawford. The meeting was
held there simply because very
few sorority women ever spend
time in the all men's residence
hall.
For some years now Panhel
has been investigating the possibility of relocating their chapter rooms. Katrina Palazzolo,
Associate Dean of Students (and

former Panhel president) said
that the sorority was given the
green light by residence life and
the Dean of Students office to
explore possible future sites.
Palazzolo said they are currently
looking into all options and
will "draw up as many proposals as they have ideas."
Possible sites include Brooks,
Caflisch and Crawford Halls and
also the construction of a building to house the sororities.
Panhel has begun this process because they are outgrowing their current space on fourth
floor Brooks. On nights when
chapter meetings are held there
are between five and six hundred
women crowding the suites.
Dunham also cited problems of
accessibility and fire hazards as
reasons for a future move.
Dunham stressed that the
sororities wanted to remain together in one building and that
they would prefer renovation
over building.

for the college.
Lovelady added, "The scope
is broad of what it [the operating budget] covers." Because of
this she said, everyone can help
annual fund with its goal.
Lovelady emphasized that
although her office does not
have much contact with students, it is for the sole benefit
of the students. "Although we
don't provide a direct service, we
do give you money," she said.
She said her primary contact is with alumni, and that she
serves as a liason between students and alumni. "You may be
a student for four or five years,
but you'll be an alumnus forever," she said.
The annual fund office attempts to reach out to alumni
who can help in making
Allegheny a better place for
those students coming after
them.
Castro spoke on the role
and goals of his organization.
He said the club is basically a
cultural and social organization,
open to anyone of any nationality, including non-students.
The group attempts to expose the Allegheny community
to aspects of different cultures
in many ways. In trying to
promote international awareness, the group is having people
from different countries give
presentations on their native
lands.
Castro said the group will
continue to hold its traditional
events which include the
International Dance held in
October and International Day.
Castro said these events are beneficial to the entire community.
"Liberal arts education has a lot
to gain from international culture," he said.
The finance committee presented recommendations it had
❑ continued on page 5
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World & National News
Walesa Suggests Himself Prime Minister

Bush and Gorbachev Meet in Madrid

Polish President Lech Walesa offered to serve as his own Prime Minister after
parliamentary elections revealed no party majority. Opponents of Walesa condemned
this idea as movement towards one-man rule. Twenty-five parties divide the
Parliament, with none holding more than 12 percent of the vote. The two parties
that lead the vote, are the Democratic Union, led by former Prime Minister Tadeusz
Mazowiecki, and the Democratic Left Alliance—a party of former Communists.
Walesa proposed three possibilities for his plan: A coalition of parties led by a Prime
Minister to be chosen by solidarity movement leaders; a coalition with Walesa as
Prime Minister for two years; Walesa as leader of a coalition of the top seven parties.

President George Bush and Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev discussed
U.S. - Soviet relations in the wake of world-wide peace talks in Madrid Tuesday. No
new agreements were announced, no new progress on the issue of arms control was
made, and no mention was made of foreign aid to the Soviet Union. Bush avoided
questions during the conference about U.S. policy on offering economic assistance to
the Soviet republics. Bush did say that his primary concerns are maintaining relations
and negotiating with Gorbachev and the republic presidents, especially President Boris
N. Yeltsin: Gorbachev addressed the issue of maintaining his position as leader of the
Soviet Union. He assured listeners that he is "still the President, nobody is taking
my place."

Radar Photos Show Volcanic Activity
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration released on Tuesday show
evidence of volcanic eruptions from the second largest mountain on Venus known as
Maat Mons. The photos are mosaics of radar images compiled into global maps, as
seen by the Magellan spacecraft. The spacecraft has been orbitting the planet for 14
months and has produced the most thorough survey of Venus. The mosaics show
plains smoothed by recent lava floods and a volcanic mountain belt. Scientists'have
also detected erosion patterns which suggest high winds that have shifted sand and
dust, but have been unable to detect evidence of liquid water existing more recently
than 1 billion years ago. Maat Mons is the second highest mountain on Venus,
standing five miles high, coming after Maxwell Montes, which stands six miles high.

Economy Expands During Summer
The Commerce Department reported an improvement for the first time in a year
during the period of July through September. Critics of this report point out that the
improvement is counteracted by the lull of the economy that followed in October.
The department's chief economist, J. Antonio Villamil said, "The recession is over."
A business sponsored search group, The Conference Board, said its index of consumer
confidence fell in October from 72.9 to 60.4. The Federal Reserve is considering
reducing interest rates to try to keep the expansion going. This might be done as
early as Friday after the Labor Department reports on employment conditions during
October.

Environmental Protection Plan Proposed

Vietnamese Refugees to be Returned
Britain and Vietnam have agreed to force Vietnamese refugees being detained in
Hong Kong to return to Vietnam. Hanoi agreed last week to accept the return of
Vietnamese people who had illegally entered Hong Kong after being sent back to
Vietnam once before from Hong Kong. The agreement is an attempt to resolve the
plight of Vietnamese who fled their country by boat and raft after the end of the
Vietnam War in 1975. The United States has expressed opposition to forced
repatriation to Vietnam. The British argue that these "boat people" are economic
refugees, not political ones, who are seeking a better life in Hong Kong than they
could live in Vietnam. Hanoi has agreed that illegal immigrants who return to
Vietnam under the terms of the agreement will not be persecuted.

Air pollution responsible for acid rain will come under restriction if the proposed
regulations of the Environmental Protection Agency are passed. The regulations
would cut air pollution in half and allow the selling and buying of pollution rights as
a reward for complying with the regulations. The proposals are required under the
Clean Air Act of 1990, and the final rule on these suggestions will be in May. The
electric utility industry is the primary target of the regulations because of its coal-fired
boilers which emit sulfur dioxide, a by-product of coal that is transformed into acidic
compounds in the atmosphere and damages the environment when it falls back to earth
as acid rain. The regulations attempt to cut sulfur dioxide emissions by 10 million
tons beginning in 1995.

Anti-smog Program to be Instituted

$600 000 to Be Spent on Investigation

Ten states have agreed to adopt California's program that calls for cleaner cars in
attempt to limit smog in urban areas. The governors of nine eastern states and the
mayor of Washington met Tuesday in Philadelphia to discuss measures that would
reduce the amount of smog in urban areas. The agreement calls for new equipment of
gasoline powered automobiles produced in the last decade. The program instituted in
California calls for battery powered cars to be sold: 2 percent by 1999, 5 percent in
2001 and 10 percent in 2003. The extra cost to meet the new standard is expected to
be $200, but some auto makers estimate the cost to be more around $1000. The
Clean Air Act of 1990 allows California to write its own standards, and the other
states can choose between California's model or Federal regulations.

The Senate Foreign Relations Committee voted 9-8, with one abstention
Tuesday to investigate proceedings in the Reagan Presidential election and whether
the release of American hostages was delayed until the election was over. It was voted
to allocate $600,000 toward the investigation to discover the degree of truth to the
allegations that the Reagan campaigners struck a deal with Iran to delay the release of
the hostages until the elections were over. The House says it will conduct its own
similar investigation on the same issue. Republicans say that the charges are merely
an effort to embarrass the former President and a chance for the Democrats to to gain
political advantage in the 1992 election. Congress will delve into the unproven
charges that Reagan campaigners made a covert deal with the Iranian government to
stop the release of hostages before the election to prevent former President Carter from
gaining electoral advantage.

,

Trade Ban Imposed on Haiti
The United States announced a strict trade ban on Haiti Tuesday. This decision
is in response to the overthrow of Haiti's first democratically elected piesident,
Reverend Jean-Bertrand Aristide, Oct. 1. The Organization of American States
approved unanimously to impose sanctions to reverse attempts to legitimize the
overthrow of Aristide. The ban makes exceptions for humanitarian aid. The United
States accounts for 3/4 of all Haitian trade and has restricted all commercial trade
indefinitely. The State Department has ordered repatriation of all "nonessential"
personnel from Haiti. The annual per capita income of Haiti is approximately $360
and Haitians are worried about the effect this will have on their country. Haiti's
provisional Prime Minister Jean-Jacques Honorat has called the action "...all-out
barbarism. We will have to eat each other soon."

The
CAMPUS Asks

Clashes in Israel Amid Peace Talks
Peace talks in Madrid, Spain, have not stopped the fighting between Palestinian
radical groups and Israeli troops. Two Palestinian organizations were opposed to the
talks in Madrid. The Party of God, Palestine, and the Popular Front for the Liberation
of Palestine have claimed responsibilty for the latest violence in which a busload of
settlers was ambushed and two people were killed and five wounded. The bus was
headed for a rally in Tel Aviv where demonstrators were planning to demand that Israel
not give up any land in the peace negotiations. The peace talks will center on Israel's
building settlements and the possibility of territorial concessions in return for peace
with the Arabs.

hat ate your opinions about tuning McKinley's
into a pub that would serve alcohol?
compiled by and photos by Chris Rogers and Aaron Joyce

....11■•••

"It probabaly would be a
lot safer for the students who
drink on campus. The need to
go elsewhere downtown would
be cut down. I don't think the
administrsation wold go for the
idea! "

"I think it would be a good
idea, because by allowing
alcohol on campus it cuts down
on drunk drinking as well as
promoting drinking rather than
drinking to get trashed."

"I thing it's a fantastic idea.
I wouldn't have to walk
downtown to get wasted. Plus
it would keep more kids on
campus and generate revenue for
the college. As if it needs it."

--Jonathon Coughlin '93
--Catherine Munroe '95

--Lisa Selnekovic '94

"Most definitely. We need
a centralized meeting spot where
everyone can get loud,
obnoxious and do things they'll
regret."

--Michael Krauza '92

"It really doesn't matter
because most people on campus
are underage and they wouldn't
serve us anyway."

--Trey Miller '95
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Hillman Foundation Donates
$100,000 for Science Complex
By Valerie Flickinger
Assistant News Editor
The Hillman Foundation
has given a $100,000 grant to
Allegheny College for construction of the new Halls of
Advanced Biology and
Chemistry. President Daniel F.
Sullivan announced the gift two
weeks after the ground was
broken for the biology building.
The Hillman Foundation is
based in Pittsburgh, where
Allegheny has more than 3000
alumni. Sullivan said,
"Allegheny maintains a strong
presence in the Pittsburgh area,
providing the region with a core
of leaders in business, education
and government. The generosity of The Hillman Foundation,
Inc. will help the college maintain that tradition."
The Hall of Advanced
Biology, requiring $8.9 million,
is a part of the new $24 million
science complex. In addition,
the complex will include new
Halls of Chemistry and
Introductory Science. The project has received $6 million al-

ready, some of which will also
go for renovations to Carr and
Carnegie Halls.
The development office
submitted an application to the
Hillman Foundation which selected Allegheny from many
other colleges to receive the
grant. Mike Debraggio, director
of public information, said the
grant falls into a middle range in
comparison to other grants received. He said this is because
each foundation sets specific
limits to how much it will give
for specific purposes. "There
are different parameters for each
foundation..." he said.
Allegheny staff feel grants
such as the Hillman Foundation
donation are very important to
the college community.
Sullivan said, "This grant will
help Allegheny maintain its
leadership role in educating
America's future scientists."
Debraggio agreed that the gift
will greatly benefit the school.
He said that when a grant such
as this is received, it shows
"...what you're doing is worthy: ,

Allegheny Grad Discusses
Medical School Programs
By Amber Blasingame
CAMPUS Reporter
Dale Harman, a current
student at the University of
Health Sciences at Chicago
Medical School, discussed application procedures and expectations for students wishing to
go on to medical school
Monday, Oct. 29. Dr. Richard
Chafey, head of the nursing/health professions in the
Counseling Center, introduced
Harman and stayed on to answer questions.
Harman graduated from
Allegheny College in 1990.
He is a student in Chicago, and
is also enrolled in the U.S.
Navy Scholarship Program.
Chafey and Harman
stressed the importance of
turning in medical school applications on time.
Harman said, "You could
have a 3.95 and be the most
outstanding student Allegheny
has ever produced, but if your
application is two weeks late,
they're not going to bump
someone just for you."
On interviewing skills,
Harman stated, "You are interviewing them as much as they
are interviewing you." He
suggested that students prepare
themselves by reading up on
the school and asking the interviewer questions. Most
especially, he pointed out, is to
"be yourself."
In
_ choosing living guar-

tern for medical school,
Harman suggested students find
an area where several medical
students live. He also recommended friendships be formed.
Harman said that on an average, a medical student can
expect 14-16 hours of class and
study a day with breaks in between. In choosing classes, he
suggested looking at exam
schedules and how much time
you will have left for studying.
Harman also gave tips for
studying. One should find alternative study areas besides the
college library and utilize a coop note service (notes printed
up by a student and approved
by a professor).
Curriculum for the
Chicago Medical School's first
year students tends to be more
memorization in classes such
as anatomy, said Harman.
Also, most first year students
do not choose their classes.
Second year students are exposed to thinking courses, or
"common sense" courses.
Including Harman, another
two or three Allegheny graduates have entered the U.S.
Navy Scholarship program.
He said the Navy requests one
year of duty for every year of
school. This also includes the
years of residency. If during
the course of schooling, one is
called to duty, that will count
as one year of payback.
Harman counts on five years
mandatory service to the Navy.

41► MG WHEEL
Downtown Mall, Meadville
Open Daily 9-9, Sun. 11-5
MasterCard/Visa/Discover
Checks Accepted with proper Allegheny I.D
Look for New ads starting every Friday!
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Phi Kappa Psi brothers Jim Finley, Marvin Tubbs and Mike Capsembellis enjoy Catapult
Night, one of this year's rush events where brothers and rushes participated.

Changes in ASG Bring Improvements to Allegheny
By T. Jeffrey Weiss
News Editor
The Allegheny community
has experimented greatly in
recent years. The Interfraternal
Council (IFC) has adopted
amendments that change the
focus of greek life and the
Residence Life staff has brought
about sweeping changes in policy since the installation of
Mona Higgins as its director.
Following this trend, the
Allegheny Student Government
(ASG) has also experimented
and with the greatest success of
all.
This year's administration,
led by President Matt Doheny,
has successfully built upon the
achievements of former
President John D. Wilcox and
his staff. The changes of these
two administrations rival any
others in recent years. Doheny
ran on the platform of "Back to
Basics," and has succeeded in
bringing ASG back to a forum
for student affairs. Last year,
Wilcox focused on the restructuring of the internal business of ASG and laid a strong
foundation for Doheny's building crew.
These recent improvements
to the ASG system place it in a
league with the Development
Office who recently began the
largest building campaign in
Allegheny history, and the

Allegheny Gator football team
which continues to build the
longest winning streak in college football. These are three
examples of the pursuit of excellence that are building
Timothy Alden's "college on
the hill" into a leader in the college experience.
Upon its conception in
September of 1936, the student
government was known as the
Allegheny Undergraduate
Council (AUC). The first president of AUC was Robert Byers
and among his staff was a junior
known as Ray Shafer. The
minutes of the first meeting of
AUC show that Ray was appointed to organize the "Block
'A' Club" (consisting of

winners of letters in major
sports) and to partition the
bleachers into sections for the
homecoming football game.
Ray went on to become the
1937-38 AUC president. In
1967, known then as Raymond
P. Shafer, he was elected
governor of Pennsylvania and in
1985 became president of
Allegheny College.
Other notable figures who
began their involvement in
Allegheny College as student
executive members include
seven current and former members of the Board of Trustees.
Trustee Stephen W. Graffam
served as the president of AUC
in 1952-53. Graffam, currently
❑ continued on page 6

Aleghany's CAMPUS
newspaper is sufering from a
great lac of copie Edditors. The
past qualety of the 115 yeer old
newspapper is in jepordy.

Editer en Chef, Ferd Raponnie
said, "Our staf is grate but we
have a problim with speling and
punktuasion., -, 4`

The CAMPUS needs copy editors.
Please don't let us slip to the level
shown above. It could happen.
Interested? Contact Fred Rapone at
332-5386 or write to Box 12.

DON'T LET LACK OF FUNDS END YOUR EDUCATION!
Want to go back to school? Don't let the lack of funds mean the end

of college to you. A new service that can help you find the funds
that will enable you to afford any type of higher education for
which you qualify.
EDUCATION FUNDING SERVICES has researched thousands of
sources for financial assistance. More than 4 billion dollars is
available to students annually! Complete an EDUCATION FUNDING
SERVICES dataform and we will provide you with 6 to 25 sources
of financial aid matchedwith your individual needs.
OR FREE INFORMATION FILL OUT AND MAIL THE COUPON BELO

NAME
' ADDRESS
CITY
TELE #

STATE
YEAR IN SCHOOL

COLLEGE ATIENDING
SEND COUPON TO: EDUCATION FUNDING SERVICES
BOX 368
S•t
S

.

I
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California Fire Hits
Allegheny Students
By David Steinitz
CAMPUS Reporter
The "dance of the devil" is
finally extinguished leaving
several Alleghenians stunned in
its wake.
Sunday, Oct. 20 until
Tuesday of the same week the
worst fire in California's history
raged through posh Oakland area
neighborhoods.
Though the fire was in
California, the Allegheny cornmunity was not unaffected.
Several students and a trustee reside in or near Oakland.
Dr. Donna Guenther is an
allergist and a member of the
Allegheny College Board of
Trustees. She now lives just
outside the fire area.
Her former residence of
eight years was among over
3,000 homes destroyed in the
fire which left 5,000 people
homeless. Victims also included 26 deaths and 148 burn
patients.
Dry conditions caused by a
five year drought allowed the
fire to spread quickly. "Within
minutes it crossed the freeway
and over into the Rockridge
area," Guenther reported.
Burning an area over 1,800
acres, the fire destoyed more
than 2,000 vehicles. Total
damage is estimated at above
$1.5 billion.
"It looked like a bomb hit
it," Guenther continued. "Each
home had only its one or two
chiminies standing; a kind of
monument. It was very painful
to go in there."
Allegheny sophomore,

Chris Hunter, echoed Guenther's
sentiment, "It's gonna be wierd
to go back to where I grew up
and it won't be there."
Hunter lives across the bay,
but spent much of his youth in
the destroyed area. From his
house the fire could be easily
seen.
His mother said she "first
noticed the fire about noon
Sunday. A large cloud of
smoke appeared over the hill and
grew rapidly.
"We stayed glued to our TV
sets," Ms. Hunter added. "It
was with disbelief that a fire
could get so out of control."
Another Allegheny student's, senior Blake Rhodes,
perminent home is within a half
a mile of where the fire struck.
"I couldn't get a hold of my
family," Rhodes said. "My father was up all night with the
police and fire department."
"The cars were all packed"
in preparation for an evacuation.
At 4:30 on Sunday they thought
the whole neighborhood was
gone."
The blaze was stopped at a
cemetary a block away from the
Rhodes' house. "The wind
shifted," he said.
Neither Rhodes nor Hunter
will be able to return home before Christmas. By then the
disaster may be somewhat
cleaned up, but as Rhodes remarked, "they won't be able to
repair damage like that for a
long time."
As cleaning and rebuilding
begins, hopes are high. "It
brought people together to help
each other," said Guenther.

Corrections /Cianificafions
If you have a correction please contact The CAMPUS at
332-5386 or Box 12.

Juggling Names
The third student who was involved in the juggling
workshop during Parents Weekend was Andrew Barden.
In the caption of last week's page 1 feature photo he was
refered to simply as "Barden".
In last week's Greek Speak the late Dr. Wayne Brewer
was incorrectly identified as a professor of chemisfry.
During his time at Allegheny Dr. Brewer was a professor
of geology.
In the advertisement for Plaza Bowling Lanes in last
week's issue the copyright symbol (®) was omitted after
the mention of Coca-Cola®. The Ad department
apologizes for this error.

Faculty in
Residence
Program to
Continue
By Nancy Hinkel
Assistant News Editor

All that remains of a home damaged by the California fire is the
chimney. Allegheny students have been affected by the blaze.
She has taken in ex-neighbors whose home was destroyed
and tried to "form a grapevine
between victims."
The grapevine is a type of
group therapy which allows
neighbors to keep in touch with
each other. During the fire
"people were either in hysterics
or a state of denial." Now they
can talk to each other and it
helps to relieve their suffering.
An emergency center has
been set up to help simplify the
relocation process. "It's like
registration at college," Dr.
Guenther half laughed. "There
are lines for mail, lines for
phones, and lines for building
permits."
She feels most people will
rebuild rather than relocate permanently. "I haven't taken an
overall survey, but as of about
four days after the fire most
people plan to stay."

Mudslides are the new danger for the victims. Lack of
vegetation caused by the fire
means rain could bring down
surrounding hills. Since a wet
winter is expected air seeding
will take place.
While the community begins to rebuild itself, Guenther
remebers most what a hippie on
Telegraph Hill said the night before the fire.
"Sooner or later we will all
be homeless. When the Earth
turns again we will all be homeless. It doesn't matter if you're
black or white, when the Earth
turns again we will all be homeless."
Guenther said, "No one believed that within twenty four
hours so much prime real estate
would all be gone. Natural disasters are not class prejudice.
Something like this effects everyone in the community."

If you reach out for help, someone will be there.
The Counseling Center 332-4368.

The CAMPUS of Allegheny College
Published once weekly on Thursdays during the academic year by the
students of Allegheny College. All copy and photos are the sole
property of the CAMPUS Editorial Board.
Box 12 Allegheny College, Meadville, PA 16335

The faculty-in-residence
program will live on in Brooks
Hall, despite the lack of a faculty member in residence.
Tuesday night the residents of
first Brooks and several volunteers hosted the Halloween
Carnival, an hour and a half of
game-playing and prize-winning for the children of
Allegheny faculty and staff.
Approximately 20-30 costurned children paraded into the
Brooks Pine Lounge to take
part in such activities as the
bean bag toss, a candy walk,
face-painting, a treasure hunt,
fishing for treats, fortunetelling and "bozo buckets."
Their parents were invited to
enjoy coffee, hot cider and
doughnuts.
Many of the children participated in the Brooks Hall
Council trick-or-treating program throughout the dorm before arriving at the carnival.
Although the two events were
financed by different groups,
they were planned together.
Carnival coordinator
Amber Blasingame wanted to
use the carnival as an example
of what the faculty-in-residence
can be. "This program is not
just for discussions, we do fun
things, too. This [the carnival]
was just an idea that came.
We'd like to make it an annual
event."
The faculty-in-residence
hall has been having other programs such as Sunday dinner
with a faculty member and discussions of current events with
professors. Psychology
Professor Alan Dale felt the
carnival was great fun.
"Everyone seems to be enjoying themsleves. They should
continue this type of thing
along with discussions."
The program is left entirely to student direction. Said
Helen Mason, resident advisor
of the special interest hall,
"The program is left entirely to
the residents' direction. They
decide where the program goes
and what events are coordinated."

Offices in Room U202, Henderson Campus Center.
Mail subscriptions available for S10.00 a year (28 issues), S6.00 per
semester. Send address and payment to The CAMPUS, attention
Distribution Manager Jon Altbergs.

ots the Square

Deadline for ads, classifieds, personals, and letters to the editor is
5:00 p.m. the Mon4day before publication.
Second class postage paid at Meadville, Pennsylvania.
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The Original
Steak Salad
from Pittsburgh

$4.25
215 Market Square
(Behind Market House)
814-333-3630
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ASG Approves Rugby Funds
❑ continued from page 1
made in response to organizations' requests. Orchesis requested $500 for its annual
Winter Waltz. The committee
recommended $375 be given and
the senate approved this motion.
The rugby team asked for
money to purchase two new
rugby balls. The finance committee recommended that $93.50
be taken from a "sinking fund"
for the new purchases. The
sinking fund puts money aside
specifically for the purchasing
of old or depreciated equipment.
The freshman class asked
for money to hold a freshman
dance. The finance committee
approved a sum of $576.62 for
this purpose. ASG President
Matt Doheny said, "It [the
dance] is a good idea... and possibly something that every
class could do." The motion to
fund the dance was tabled until
next week however.
The Allegheny Cultural
Escape requested a transferral of
funds for an upcoming trip.
The finance committee approved
the request, as did the senate.

Senior Jamie Snow, ASG's
director of educational affairs,
said he discussed with Michele
Armour Roth the information
services coordinator, the possibility of having some changes
made to night study. The discussion stems from the fact that
only three NeXT computers are
available in night study. As a
result of this meeting, Reis Hall
will now be open from 12:00
a.m. to 2:00 a.m., four days a
week.
Snow said his intent was to
have the entire computer area
open for night study, but Roth
said that a security guard would
have to be employed and that it
would not be financially feasible
for this to happen.
Doheny also made an appointment for the assistant controller's position. This action
came as a result of the resignation of junior Dede Burris from
the executive cabinet. Doheny
proposed sophomore Gabe Oros
to take over the position of attorney general. Sophomore
Matt Lebentrin will take over
Oros' position as assistant controller.

photo by Aaron Joyce

Beba O'Neil, Caroline Corcbrar, Sheri Rose, Randi Sneyner and Stacy Zagar participate in the FIJI
Theta SET Haunted House.

Change Mile Raises $253.80 for Scholorship Fund
By Don Covill Skinner
Campus Chaplin
One hundred yards of change
totalling $253.80 was contributed to the "Change Mile"
sponsored Oct. 25 by the
Allegheny South African
Scholars Fund, an amount sufficient to put the 1992 campaign over its goal. An amount
totalling $4,200 per year is
required to continue the
college's support for Yvonne
Nembula, who will complete
her freshman year at the

University of Natal in early
November.
The Change Mile, conducted
for the first time last week,
brought total scholarship contributions for the year-to-date
$4,300. Transfer of funds to
the Open University Scholars
Fund in New York, the intermediary agency between participating American colleges and
their South African counterparts, occurs in December, in
time for the new academic year
which, in the southern hemisphere, begins in February.

Encouraged by the positive
results of the first Change Mile,
the Allegheny fund committee
plans to sponsor the event several times each academic year.
In addition, a talent auction is
planned for spring semester, at
which people bid on unusual
opportunities and services, such
as several days of household
service contributed by a student,
dinner at a faculty member's
home, or the right to assume an
administrator's office for a day.

Allegheny Campus Focuses on Pressing Environmental Issues
Landfills Seen as Hot Topic in U.S.

Companies Gear Ads to Environmental Consumerism

By Cathy Whitaker
Recycling Coordinator

By Debbie Lazinsky
Special to The CAMPUS

Landfills are a hot topic in
the United States today. The
New York Times could probably pack a landfill with the
number of stories they have
done on trash. There is even an
entire magazine called Garbage
dedicated to the topic.
Perhaps the reason for all

the talk is that landfills are closing at astounding rates. Since
1988, more than 1500 landfills
have ceased operation. New
sites are not readily available to
replace them and a big part of
the problem is NIMBY, the
"Not in My Backyard" syndrome. (Would you want to sit
on your patio and look out to a
view filled with rubbish?) But
perhaps the problem is even
bigger than aesthetics and incompatible social convictions.
• • • .......
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There are several hazards
that arise with solid wastes that
must be considered. Since, as
with all creatures, humans'
greatest concern is their own
survival; the health issues related to landfills should be of
great interest. Besides the vermin they attract, landfills pose a
great threat to the water we
drink, the air we breathe, and the
space we need for living.
With the drought that
northwestern Pennsylvania is
still experiencing, people here
can understand a threat to ground
water supplies. Remember the
motor oil that you slipped in
the garbage, along with the
Clorox, the Mr. Clean, and your
leftover paints? As it settles, it
races to the bottom of the landfill, and if there is a way out,
those contaminants along with
others will escape. Since the
liquid form of anything is a lot
like water, these pollutants follow the same paths as H2O into
the groundwater reservoir.
The next danger in the hierarchy is composed of methane,
carbon dioxide, and carcinogenic-organic gases that ascend
to the air from the depths of the
dregs. Methane and CO2 have
received a lot of attention for being major contributors to the
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consumers what they want to
hear, whether or not it is true.
For example, by labeling a trash
bag as degradable, many con-

sumers will think that the bag
will decompose and not fill up a
landfill. What is not printed is
that when the bag is buried in a
landfill, it will not decompose
for decades.
2.) The half truth focuses
on telling the consumer what
about the product is environmentally safe, regardless of how
insignificant it may be. An example is giving a green endorsement to a paper towel
product because the cardboard
tube is made from 100% recycled materials, but the towels
are made from bleached virgin
fibers.
3.) Relabeling a product

❑ continued on page 6 ,
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Companies today are gearing their advertisements towards
consumers concerned about the
environment. Products are
called "ozone safe," "degradable"
or "biodegradable," "recyclable,"
"simply green" and many other
earth-conscious labels. It is becoming increasingly easy to be
green but hard for the consumer
to distinguish what companies
are actually helping the earth
and what companies are participating in "green washing" the
public. In the February 1991
issue of In Business, Norman L.
Dean uncovered six rules used

by green washing companies
that promote their products as
"earth friendly."
1.) The big lie of telling
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Allegheny Undergraduate Council Served as Basis For ASG
LI continued from page 3
an attorney with Grogan,
Graffam, McGinley & Luccino
of Pittsburgh, said that one of
his main objectives as AUC
president was "making a forum
that was more responsive to the
student voice." This is also one
of the main objectives of the
current administration. Graffam
said that there were many
"intangible aspects" of his AUC
presidency that have helped in
the foundation of his further
pursuits.
In February of 1966 AUC
officially became the Allegheny

Student Government (ASG).
The current constitution was accepted in the spring of 1970 and
defined the three distinctive
branches of executive,
legislative and judicial power.
Of these, only the legislative
branch has undergone major
changes.
The legislative branch existed in the form of the Hall
Council at the time of the adoption of the constitution. In
1990, then president John D.
Wilcox initiated the change to a
Senate system elected on a district basis. This was done to

Landfill Problems
LI continued from page 5
Don
greenhouse effect.
Augustine, a chemical engineer
who studies landfill methane,
says that methane from landfills
in the U.S. annually contributes
as much to the greenhouse effect
as the CO2 from 10 million
cars! But methane can impose a
more immediate threat than
global warming. In North
Carolina, a housing development was built over an old landunderground
When
fill.
methane leaks were discovered,
the residents were forced to
abandon their homes; even the
flick of a light switch could
have cause an explosion.
Are there any real solutions
to landfill problems? Shooting
waste into space has been discussed, but there is no room to
debate that here. Incineration is

improve the representation of
the student body. Further alterations were made last semester
with the move to the percentage
per academic class system of
representation. This states that
approximately two percent of
each class will serve as ASG
senators for any given year.
"This change was made to improve the accountability of the
individual senator to those he
represents and to the whole of
ASG," said Doheny.
Throughout its 55 years of
operation, the student government, in whatever form, has

been responsible for various
tasks. The first that comes to
mind is the allocation of budget
funds. In 1936-37 a total of
five organizations were funded
with a budget of approximately
$6000. Today the ASG treasury
has the task of allocating
$109,000 to 37 organizations.
Standing committees are
those that always exist to address recurring topics. Four
committees now exist to address
topics of finance, rules, student
affairs and academic affairs. In
the past, these committees addressed current topics such as air

raid warning in the early 1940's,
defense service in the late
1960's and conservation of resources in the 1970's.
Throughout its many
changes in appearance, structure
and policy, AUC/ASG has remained steadfast in its purpose
of improving the Allegheny
community and representing the
student body. ASG is certainly
in a stage of rebuilding and the
current administration is poised
to create long-standing changes.
The recent improvements that
have already been made are
among over half a century of
progress toward these goals.

Environmental Consumerism

a tested option that works, but
not without problems. In New
York State, the Energy Research
and Development Authority has
been actually excavating landfills for recyclables and usable
soil to create more space for real
trash. Of course the best thing
to do is to reduce the waste entering the landfills in the first
place, because as Dan Knapp of
Urban Ore Waste Recovery said,
"Waste isn't waste until it's
wasted."
So... as Americans begin to
mine landfills, while having to
work in conditions dangerous to
their health, doesn't it seem a
little safer to us all and a little
more civilized if we were to
simply reduce, reuse, and recycle
before valuable resources get
disguised as waste and human
health is put in greater jeopardy?

Ii continued from page 5
instead of changing it is the
easiest way to greenwash. By
calling the product natural,
earth-friendly, biodegradable,
photodegradable, ozone safe, recyclable, or recycled, people
think they are making an earth
conscious purchase. Sometimes
people buy products in a recyclable package or made from recyclable materials, but there
may not be a place to recycle
that material.
4.) Companies will often
label the package of a product as
being recycled, recyclable, or
biodegradable. But the companies do not tell you how or
what the actual product is made
of, just the package. This process is called "package focus"
and emphasizes the quality of

the package instead of the contents.
5.) Changing the subject is
when businesses, such as a
company that produces major
chemicals, advertises that they
set aside land to protect endangered butterflies.
6.) Third party endorsements: This technique is to
persuade a third party to endorse
your company or product because it contains a certain
amount of recycled materials.
Once the consumer becomes more aware of the hype,
they can begin to purchase
products that are truly environmentally friendly. Buying
products made of recycled materials, products in less or recyclable packaging (i.e. buying
cheese at the deli instead of individually wrapped singles-

there is less packaging to dispose of) are steps toward good
environmental consumerism.
One of the more important
things to do is to learn where
and what your community recycles and then start recycling that
packaging. Fifty percent of the
garbage produced is packaging.
If people start to recycle, they
could eliminate waste by 20
percent and save landfill space.
To learn more about greenwash companies and what the
consumer can do, check out

Shopping for a Better World,
The C;reen Consumer, 5 0
Simple Things You Can do to
Save the Earth, and Start
Thinking Green.

Editors Note: These articles are part of a seven part series on environmental issues that will appear in The CAMPUS for the remainder of the semester.
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No Class Freshman
The Humanities Core Course at Allegheny
allows freshmen to savor aspects of the liberal
arts which they may or may not necessarily
encounter in their normal course of study.
Viewing "The Marriage of Figaro" was a part of
this program and exposed freshmen to the
intricacies of opera. Yet, the behavior and
attitude of some freshmen at the show
completely negated this intent and the mentality
they exhibited makes one wonder about the
caliber of student that Allegheny college is
recruiting.
Given early access to tickets for the performance, many freshmen still failed to purchase
them. The director then opened an otherwise
closed dress rehearsal to the freshmen so they
could fulfill their assignment. Instead of being
grateful, however, they behaved so objectionably,
they offended every other person present there.
First, they came dressed in sweats, sneakers
and baseball caps, as if it were a football game.
Then, they proceeded to holler and sing while
the performance was in session.
After almost three months of acting like immature adolescents, the novelty should have
worn off. Yet, these freshmen have an attitude
which allows them all kinds of liberties including odious and offensive behavior. Maybe it is a
good idea to reinstate the wearing of beanies or
"clinks," as they were known at Allegheny, to
mark the freshmen out. Apparently they need
guidance and help to overcome their total lack of
culture and moral ethos.

A Bar In McKinley's ?
With the "no keg" policy in effect, the social life at Allegheny has severely deteriorated.
Students who once flocked to the fraternity parties are finding that there is little to do on the
weekends. Of the available options, there are
bars (for those who are of age), house parties (for
those who can get in), and the C.C. functions (for
the several that attend). The resulting dispersal
of students does not make for a very cohesive or
interesting campus. Now, more than ever, is the
need for a common gathering place for students
on the weekends. One very viable solution is to
convert McKinley's into a pub. If McKinley's
were to start serving alcohol, it could attract a
much larger and diverse crowd, thus increasing
student social interactions within the college
community. Such a place could also increase the
safety of students for the on-campus location
would reduce the likelihood of D.U.I. offenses
and problems with walking downtown at night.
Finally, the college could stand to make a generous profit from such an endeavor. A dance
floor, stage, and alcohol would provide
McKinley's with the potential to be the hub of
weekend social life.

Letters to the Editor
Greek Alcohol Policy
We, as fraternity and sorority
presidents, would like to explain
the reasons behind the recent
changes in alcohol policy. Fraternity Insurance Purchasing
Group, F.I.P.G., was formed to
negotiate and provide
information to a fraternity or
sorority in order for them to buy
the most extensive liability
insurance at the most reasonable
cost. Currently, seven of the
ten Greek organizations on
Allegheny's campus belong to
F.I.P.G., which means that to
receive insurance coverage, they
must abide by F.I.P.G. policies
concerning hazing, alcohol use,
sexual harassment, and other
aspects involved with Greek life.
The other three organizations at
Allegheny follow policies that
have similar requirements as
those outlined by F.I.P.G. In
order to demonstrate some of the
rules Allegheny's fraternities and
sororities are required to follow,
here are some examples
verbatim according to the Risk
Management Policy sent out by
F.I.P.G.:
1. The possession, use,
and/or consumption of ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, while
on chapter premises, during an
official fraternity event, or in
any situation sponsored or endorsed by the chapter, must be
in compliance with any and all
applicable laws of the state,
province, county, city, and university.
2. No alcoholic beverages
may be purchased through the

chapter treasury nor may the
pouches of same for members of
quests be undertaken or coordinated by any member in the
name of or on behalf of the fraternity.
3. No chapter members, collectively or individually, shall
purchase for serve to, or sell alcoholic beverages to any minor
(i.e., those under legal "drinking
age").
6. No chapter may co-sponsor or co-finance a function
where alcohol is purchased by
any of the host chapters, groups,
or organizations.
8. OPEN PARTIES where
alcohol is present, meaning
those with unrestricted access by
non-members of the fraternity,
without specific invitation, shall
be prohibited.
Boldface words are those of
F.I.P.G. and this list is just a
partial list of the complete
policy.
When a particular Greek organization fails to comply with
these standards set by their insurance policies, that individual
chapter and/or their respective
officers are held liable should
problems arise. For example, if
an underage student injures
him/herself at a fraternity party
after consuming alcohol that has
been furnished by that fraternity,
it is likely that the president of
that organization, as well as the
family of that president, will be
faced with legal repercussions- not the national fraternity, or the
college.

The CAMPUS welcomes all reader response. We reserve the right
to reject all letters of a purely promotional nature, as well as letters
which do not meet our standards of integrity, accuracy, and decency.
We also reserve the right to edit pieces for space and grammar.
Opinions expressed in Letters to the Editor are solely those of the
author or authors. Neither Letters to the Editor nor editorial
cartoons necessarily represent the viewpoint of The CAMPUS.
Deadline for letters is 5:00 p.m. the Monday before publication.
Letters must be typewritten, double spaced, and signed, with a phone
number included for verification. Any letter that cannot be verified
will not be printed.
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All questions concerning the above policy should be directed to the
Editor in Chief

It is from these guidelines
that the B.Y.O.B. policy recently implemented at Allegheny emerged, not from pressures exerted from the administration nor from any individual
or group of individuals currently
involved in the Greek system.
We, as presidents, do not enjoy the rules any more than
anyone else here at Allegheny,
but we must enforce them in
order to save ourselves and our
families and other members of
our fraternities and sororities
from financial liability. As we
work on implementing these
policies, and shifting the focus
of Allegheny's social life, we
ask that you work with, and not
against us, hopefully making
this transition easier for everyone.
Wendy Brown, Alpha Delta Pi
Tammy Feehan, Alpha Gamma
Delta
Gail Ishler, Alpha Chi Omega
Sarah Klomp, Kappa Alpha
Theta
Sal Barrett, Kappa Kappa
Gamma
Ben Cammarano, Delta Tau
Delta
Jeff Carragher, Phi Delta Theta
Sean Wallace, Phi Gamma Delta
Chris Latham, Phi Kappa Psi
JD.Iles, Theta Chi

Recycled
Memos
Just a question really, directed to whomever knows about
these sort of things: is the college's supply of copier, computer and letterhead paper made
from recycled pulp? I realize
that once we use it we recycle it
but are we contributing to deforestation by running virgin-pulp
paper through the hundreds of
printers and copiers, not to mention typewriters, on campus?
As I understand it the Public
Affairs Office prints the Memo
and most of the college's
brochures on recycled and
CI continued on page 8
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More
Recycling
The
recyclable paper.
Environmental Science Department also prints their handouts on recycled copier paper.
Does everyone else?
As an organization we put
out an enormous amount of
printed material in the form of
mailing, hand-outs, computer
printouts and inter-college
memos. It seems logical then
that if we are concerned about
recycling and waste reduction, as
well as the related issues of
deforestation and clear air,
shouldn't we be using recycled
products whenever possible?
Andrian Wagner
Clas:s of 1992

Mad As
Hell
First of all, would the staff
of The CAMPUS try not to edit
this piece; your editing is the
problem I am addressing. I will
focus on the sports section of
the(sic) CAMPUS since that is
where most of my writing is
done.
Over the last two years, in 8
women's soccer articles, 6
wrestling articles, 2 editorials, 1
football article, 1 intramural
sports article, and 1 CAMPUS
Asks selection, you people have
managed to slander, misconstrue, and discolor almost everything I've written for this sorry
excuse for a newspaper. I realize
that the job of an editor is to
edit and proofread a reporter's
work, but The CAMPUS always "edits" my work improperly and I am nearly ready to kill
someone as a result.
Last year, The CAMPUS
staff managed to misprint every
article I wrote about the
wrestling team. I understand
that few people at Allegheny
College care about wrestling
these days, but for crying out
loud, the team is nearing the end
of a three year phase-out; give
us a break!
Most upsetting of all is the
treatment my women's soccer
articles have received this year.
These articles have contained
some of my best writing ever,
but the editing staff has continually toned down the quality of
these stories.
The worst example of all
was the headline on last week's
article, "Lady Gators Soccer
Team Suffer." This was not the
title I gave the story and your title was quite misleading. In a
week where the team played
three grueling games and lost
one, by a slim margin to a Division II school at that, their
status should hardly be described
as "suffering." As a result of
your idiotic blundering, the team
would not talk to me for days

If you said "NO" but
he kept going, it Was
rape. Help is available! The Counseling
Center 332-4368.

and I will never forgive The
CAMPUS for this.
Last week was not the only
time this happened, you have
been altering the titles of all my
articles from the innovative
headlines I attach to the lackluster headings that only a slacker
would be content with. Furthermore, in the October 3
CAMPUS, you really should
not have made me split the
women's soccer article with another writer. This destroyed the
quality I worked so hard to inject
into that story and I do not appreciate being made to share
credit with people who could not
autograph my jockstrap, much
less write up to my level.
I personally feel that there is
no major editing that anyone
should do to my work since I
quintuple check everything myself before I turn in any store. I
have an exciting, innovative, refreshing writing style unparalleled in the history of The
CAMPUS and when you go
into my articles and restructure
my words and break apart my
sentences, you destroy the creative atmosphere I work so hard
to shape.
In a sports article, when I
put in certain player's names, it
is for a reason and I do not appreciate The CAMPUS cutting
out names from my stories.
Division III athletes work very
hard and get little recognition,
so every time someone scores a
goal, assist, pinfall, touchdown,
home run, etc., they at least deserve to have this mentioned in
the school newspaper. Besides,
they may never again do anything in their athletic career after
that one shining moment.
In the October 17 CAMPUS
article I wrote on Stan Drayton,
you totally changed my title and
rearranged the contents of the
story. As a result, many people
who read that story seemed to
think that I was kissing up to
Drayton or something, which
was not the case. I was merely
commending him as a Division
III athlete who attracted national
media coverage. Through Sau.
is a friend of mine, I certainly do
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not consider him a "legend", as
your title implied; he is merely
another player on Allegheny's
oversized football team.
I realize that there may be
editors who do not care about
their reporter's feelings or the
way articles come out in print,
but if this is the case, such people should step aside and relinquish the job to someone who
does care and is willing to expend a little time and effort. If
you do care, I suggest you prove
it and start getting the job done
properly.
In the editorial I wrote on
housing selection last April,
The CAMPUS changed my title
to "Room Draw Sucks", which
probably enraged Residence Life.
In addition, you altered the contents of my letter, which made it
appear that I was totally irreverent, insulting, and disrespectful
to the efforts of Residence Life.
As a belated result of this, I had
a single until the middle of October when Residence Life stuck
some freshmen in with me as a
roommate and lied about the reason why. Coincidence? Nah; I
think it was revenge.
For those who are wondering
why I am so angered by this,
please realize that unlike the
other hacks who scribble for this
rag, I have an excellent chance at
a newswriting career and that
will not materialize if prospective employers see my name attached to work that appears to be
of only average caliber. I am a
quality writer and I only expect
to work in quality surroundings.
Thank you for your lack of support!

Stupid Freshmen
Part II

OK--here's the situation.
The freshmen class, all 600+ of
them, were required to see "The
Marriage of Figaro" for their
Humanities classes. The
number of performances were
increased to accommodate this
requirement. The freshmen were
also given an entire week's head
start on the rest of the campus
and Meadville community--a
week in which the freshmen
were expected to get tickets.
One would think 600 people,
given a jump start on everyone
else, would be able to procure
tickets to a show they were
required to see.
It would be easy to figure
out that some would be unable
to accomplish this task. At
most, ten maybe eleven would
be irresponsible enough to not
get tickets. But, instead of ten,
at least 100 freshmen were unable to find the time to go to the
Box Office, spend five minutes,
and complete this part of their
assignment. This alone is inexcusable. Believe it or not, you
are in college now and should be
responsible enough to get tickets all by yourself. Come on,
you don't even have to pay for
them.
But, someone felt bad for
them and decided they deserved
another chance. A rehearsal
scheduled for Thursday, it was
decided, would be the perfect opportunity for these wayward stuDamion "D-Man" Jones dents to see the show. In other
Class of 1994 words, the one hundred irresponsible freshmen were granted a
reprieve and allowed to fulfill a
Editors Note:
The editors of The CAMPUS
would like to assert that our inability to autograph Mr. Jones's
jockstrap is due to a lack of sufficient writing surface, not to a
deficiency of writing talent.

course requirement, a requirement they obviously could care
less about.
On Thursday night, this performance was attended by an unruly mob completely oblivious
of the privilege they had received. Granted, this may have
been the first time any of them
had attended live theatre but one
would assume they could figure
out that a theatre is not a locker
room. Not a difficult logical
leap, right?
I am aware that the freshmen
were forced to see a show they
may not have wanted to see.
But part of college is experiencing events that you may or may
not want to experience. I am
aware that some people would
rather go to the dentist than see
a play. Fine. Just don't make
everyone around you have a
miserable time as well.
It is sad to have a small
group of students ruin the image
of the freshman class. It is difficult to remain unprejudiced
when such appalling behavior is
exhibited by a minority. This
minority is obviously unaware
of the fact that there are real live
people on stage, doing their best
to ensure the audience a worthwhile experience. It is sad that
these few, if a hundred could be
few, are unable to be responsible
enough to fulfill simple assignments - and then expect
someone to bail them out - and
then ruin the experience for everyone involved in the production.
Adrienne Martini
Class of 1993

Hey, look, just write something for this
page, OK. You laughing?...Box 12

Hey, Sportswriters, Show Some Courage
Mike Royko
Syndicated Columnist
I am shocked and appalled by
the failure of the nation's
sportswriters to be shocked and
appalled by another example of
disrespect by an athlete toward
the White House.
As many of you will recall,
many sports commentators went
into a tizzy when Michael Jordan didn't join his teammates for
a photo opportunity with President Bush.
They shrieked that by failing
to show proper respect and awe
for the president, he was getting
too big for his britches as well
as his Nikes.
One hysteric babbled that
Jordan should be fined by his
employers and by the basketball
league, and that he had created
such ill feeling among his
teammates that the coming season was already in ruins.
This theme was picked up
by some super-patriotic readers
who apparently believe that an
invitation to a staged photo session in the White House has the

legal weight of a subpoena to
appear before a grand jury.
Some wrote or called to say
they were certain that it was all
a dirty Democratic plot: Jordan
had been ordered by Jesse Jackson not to appear with his
commander in chief.
Of course, this is part of the
professional responsibility of
sports commentators. They are
sworn to uphold goodness, decency and fair play; to decide
who should be in a hall of fame;
and to declare whether some
sports figure who just died
should be mourned or have his
grave spat upon. They bear a
heavy intellectual burden.
So I'm surprised that they
haven't uttered one word of condemnation against a young man
who became one of the brightest
new stars of sports this past
summer.
I'm talking about John
Daly, the stocky blond lad who
smashes balls into orbit and
amazed the golf world by corning from nowhere (actually, he's
from Arkansas, which is almost
the same thing) to win the PGA

Championship, one of golf's
grand slam tournaments.
Almost to a man (or woman
and the other options), the
sports commentators raved about
what a fine young fellow Daly
was: modest, homespun, good
to his mom and dad, loyal to his
hometown folk, his garments
untainted by corporate logos,
and the most refreshing, endearing character to burst upon the
sports scene since Super Mario.
Shows what they know.
Only this morning, I was
thumbing through the latest
copy of Golf Digest Magazine
when I came across a story
about the remarkable Mr. Daly.
A portion of it dealt with
how his sudden fame and fortune
had brought him countless invitations to go here and there and
to do this and that.
And a sentence jumped out
at me: "He's turned down an
invitation from the White House
to attend a state dinner."
I called the White House to
see if this could possibly be
true. A press aide said:
"Yes, a scheduling conflict."
A scheduling conflict? At

age 25, with nothing more to do
than flog golf balls for a living,
he had a previous engagement so
urgent that he could not sit
down and slurp soup with the
President of the United States?
And maybe give him a tip or
two on how to cure his slice?
At least Michael Jordan had
a partial excuse. He said that he
had already met Bush when Bush
was vice president, so except for
the new job, Bush couldn't have
changed much.
I don't know what has happened to the young athletes of
this country. There was a time
when they had respect for the
highest office of the land.
As history tells us, Abe
Lincoln once noted that Bubba
Thunk had won the national rattlesnake stomping championship, so Lincoln invited
young Thunk to dinner at the
White House. Thunk rode a
mule all the way from Missouri
to Washington and not only
dined with the president and
other dignitaries, but provided
after-dinner entertainment by
successfully stomping 11 out of

❑ continued on page 9
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The Multicultural Imperative
Richard Stewart
Special to The Campus
The national media has produced a multitude of articles recently devoted to the topic of
multiculturalism. The articles
cover a variety of perspectives,
and, in the process, the rhetoric
educates but does not fully clarify the concept of multiculturalism. Allegheny has contributed
its share of rhetoric to these discussions in an effort to understand better the broad context of
multiculturalism and has struggled to fit these insights into the
quest for workable responses to
the particular challenges which
have confronted, and continue to
face, the college in this area.
Having been a part of this
institution for a considerable
number of years both as a student and employee, I have observed and participated in the
evolution of this multicultural
process. As a consequence, my
attitudes, ideas, and convictions
have been shaped by what has
happened, and my education has
been advanced because of this
involvement. I do not profess
any special wisdom on multiculturalism but have developed
some strongly held feelings on .
the matter which may be useful
to the Allegheny community.
Coming to Allegheny as a
freshman, I was similar to many
of the college's students both
then and now. I had grown up
in a smaller community and my
range of experiences and my exposure to different perspectives
on the world were parochial.
The town had literally one black
family, and my high school had
no students of color because
they either had graduated or were
not old enough to be in the
stage of their schooling. That
exposure to people from different racial backgrounds and from
other cultures was non-existent,
and my notion of • "the real
world" (whatever that is) was

The progress was slow, Are ourselves to function etTec
limited to what I read either in
school assignments or on my sometimes painful, often uncer- tively, even competitively, in
tain as to the right direction, and this ever-shrinking world if we
own.
As you might expect, there filled with its share of setbacks. do not capitalize on the daily
was barely anything in either of However, growth was steady and opportunities to become more
these reading experiences to always a learning experience for aware of the ties that bind us towiden the educational experience the college community. gether rather than the differences
dramatically and, in particular, Perhaps the most important that separate us into minority
to amplify the awareness of di- aspect of this process, then and groups?
Instead of having to learn
versity. Consequently, I now, is that Allegheny has not
these
things in what can somedigressed
and
from
its
initial
marched confidently off to coltimes
be a hostile environment
commitment
to
diversity
or,
in
lege totally unaware of how
naive, ignorant, and over-pro- today's terminology, multicul- ("the real world"), why not actected I really was. Whether or turalism. The dedication to the quire this knowledge, which
not you accept the legal notion liberal arts principles upon eventually becomes wisdom,
that ignorance is no excuse, that which this place was founded here in a community which encourages this thorough explowas my condition when I en- remained steadfast throughout.
ration of all ideas through raColleges
and
universities
rolled at this place. How many
tional discourse in a forum
have
always
grappled
with
how
can report essentially the same
the educational program ought which is, for the most part, carthing about their experiences?
Try to imagine the culture to be defined and implemented ing and supportive? The chalshock of moving from a small and, as we remember, Allegheny lenge for us all is to be opentown to an excellent (albeit has just concluded that lengthy minded, sensitive, forthright,
small) college. The flood of and arduous exercise. The issues willing participants in an indisnew ideas, new books, new which were the most nettlesome pensable learning exercise which
philosophies, new friends, new to us were not the global mat- ultimately benefits all congeographic horizons, new free- ters as much as the particulars. cerned
While it is essential for all
dom and responsibilities, and To put it a different way, the
constituencies
to this college to
broad
definitions
were
reason,
new diversity was almost overexamine
all
ideas
carefully and
ably
easy,
but
the
finer
points
whelming--if I had been quick
thoughtfully, the questions, for
enough to realize and appreciate proved more difficult.
Part of our consideration example, are not so much debatall of these things in the early
during
this process was deter- ing liberal vs. conservative edustages of my education. But I
mining
what we as a collective cation, worrying overly about
wasn't, and the process of increased awareness and absorption group wanted to incorporate into political correctness, deciding
the educational experience to what nomenclature is best going
moved forward slowly.
Returning to my alma mat- prepare our graduates well for to describe people from different
ter some years later as a part of the future. Whether that pur- races and cultures, concluding
the administration, I became a pose is stated in the language of that a passport program is too
member of the total Allegheny the Catalogue of my era, "A re- gimmicky a way to demonstrate
community whose responsibil- alization of the interdependence the importance of multiculturality it was to help move the col- of the areas and peoples of the ism, or arguing whether
lege forward in meeting the world," or in the words of the Classics belongs in the multineeds of the young men and current Catalogue, "It enables cultural realm.
Rather, the issue is making
women who entrusted their con- participants to experience and
sure
that the comprehensive eduenjoy
life
to
the
fullest,
entinuing educations to this place.
Making sure that Allegheny was abling the mind to encompass cational mosaic we create is
addressing the issues of our so- all aspects of the world.... It multidimensional, inclusive,
ciety within the global commu- promotes understanding of other rich in color and texture, full of
nity (as other institutions of people's aspirations and feelings subtle shadings, balanced in prehigher learning were) was an in- so- that constructive relation- sentation and perspective, and
creasingly important part of that ships are more easily formed," warm and inviting. The curricuresponsibility. A studied deci- the objective is the same: pro- lum, which already is somewhat
sion by the College to become viding knowledge which will multicultural, must become
more diverse started an essential serve to bring the peoples on even more so across the board
because that's what the educaprocess which has been in mo- this earth together.
tion in a place like Allegheny
How
can
we
adequately
pretion ever since.
ought to be for us all. And, the
extracurricular/co-curricular exPENEGT WoRLD:
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Sportswriters Unite
❑ continued from page 8
I hope the sports commenta12 rattlers. Unfortunately, the a funny haircut. It happens that tors take note of this infamous
12th nipped him and he passed Gov. Bill Clinton of Arkansas, act. And if they can't howl that
away on the ballroom floor. a Democrat, wants to run he be fined or deported, the least
His last words to the president against Bush. And Clinton has they can do is demand that when
were: "Thanks for the grub." I'd a funny haircut. (Actually, just he hits a ball, nobody should
tell you the name of the history about everybody in Arkansas has
yell: "You duh man."
book that's in, but someone a funny haircut, so I'm not sure
that is admissible evidence.)
borrowed it from my library.
(C) 1991 BY THE CHICAGO
So Clinton probably ordered
Anyway, I tried to reach
TRIBUNE DISTRIBUTED
John Daly to demand an expla- him to stay away, fearing that
BY TRIBUNE MEDIA
nation for his snubbing the pres- an appearance by Daly would
SERVICES, INC.
ident, but he was out somewhere help Bush get the 300-yard-hitters voting bloc. If Jesse Jackthumping balls.
However, I'm sure I know son could do it, why not Clinthe answer. As I said, he is ton? Remember, Jackson isn't
from Arkansas. And he also has even a governor.

periences should supplement the
formal academic process in the
broadest possible manner.
My personal vision for the
college is that we will--in fact,
we must--become even more diverse over time and that the pace
toward this goal can be accelerated. As we welcome more diverse, we create an environment
which carries us in two directions. On the one hand, the college becomes a place which is
more supportive of multiculturalism because it is more a part
of the fabric of this place. On
the other hand, the more diverse
we become, the more complex
the discussions will become between both individuals and
groups about their respective
cultural heritages and values.
Such dialogue is vital, but
it may create some moments of
discomfort as these discussions
occur. During these times, we
need to remind ourselves continually that the debate is not on a
personal level but on an intellectual plane. It is not pitting one
culture against another but is
examining this diversity in an
effort to bring about increased
understanding and appreciation
of the contributions each group
has made to this global community.
The basic ingredients are
present in the Allegheny cornmunity to accomplish this expanded multicultural awareness.
The commitment by the institution and its members to this
goal is in place; the curricular
flexibility is available to accommodate more multicultural
elements readily; the diversity
represented by the students, faculty, administration, and staff
provides a good base from which
to grow; and the time is right.
Our responsibility is to take
these ingredients and to find the
right recipe for making
Allegheny a paradigm of multiculturalism.
Richard Stewart is
Director of Alumni Affairs
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Death and Violence: The American Way
Colman McCarthy
Syndicated Columnist

ers to death or disease to members of
Congress who make gun control laws
impossible or enable the United States to
be
the world's leading exporter of arms.
Ten minutes
No one member of Congress, nor any
were needed for a
one corporate executive or children's
gunman bearing a
television scriptwriter is fully responsisemiautomatic to
ble
for creating America's culture of viospray bullets into
lence. The choices they make probably
Luby's cafeteria
aren't even conscious. Who except for
and kill 22
the occasional psychopath in Killeen
Killeen, Texas,
leaves home in the morning with bloodlunchgoers and
lust in his heart? Yet, taken together,
wound 23 others.
the daily decisions favoring violent soluThe Oct. 16
tions made by the respectable and lawshootout, which ended in the killer's
suicide, now ranks first in the annals of obeying have led to a national consensus
mass murders. Given America's growing that places America first as the most warpenchant for violence, it's a record likely loving, gun-loving, spouse-abusing, animal-hating and mass-killer-producing nato be soon broken.
Other firsts are well-known, or tion on earth.
Can we break the cycle of violence?
should be by now. The leading cause of
Excluding
the inertia of the fatalists, yes.
injury among American women is being
beaten by a man at home. The United Desire is the raw material of reform.
States has the world's highest homicide Once roused it can lead to a decrease in
rate, double West Germany's and seven violence beginning say, against women
times Japan's. We lead the world in the and that can lead to a decrease elsewhere,
waging of interventionary wars: perhaps in schools.
Earlier this month, the American
Grenada, Libya, Panama and the Gulf in
Medical
Association, many of whose
only the last decade. No other nation
ranks as high in violence against ani- members are in the emergency rooms and
mals: about 12 million killed a day for trauma centers where the victims of gunfood, 200 million slaughtered a year by play, rape and spouse abuse show up
hunters--the virile set--and 17 million daily, announced a campaign against famdogs and cats euthanized in pounds. ily violence.
The AMA is calling violence in the
American students bring an estimated
home
among family members "an epi95,000 weapons into schools everyday.
demic,"
one that involves six out of evWe lead the industrial world in deathrow executions, with no other Western ery 10 couples and leads to 30,000 emercountry sanctioning capital punishment. gency-room visits and 100,000 days of
Our death-row population has never been hospitalization yearly. That's a comparahigher, nor Congress in its proposed tively small advance--sensitizing doctors
to see family violence as a medical issue
crime bill as eager to kill more.
None of that is rampage killing, -- but it brings into the fold a previously
Killeen style. It is submerged in an- uncommitted group. What other way can
other, less discernible but equally lethal reform begin, except when one person or
category--routinized violence. Those one organization draws on latent energies
who sanction and promote it are the op- to create a home, neighborhood, school,
posite of bullet-spraying mass murderers. country or planet where conflicts are setThe are pillars, not outcasts, of society. tled peaceably, not violently.
It's about choices. We aren't helpThey range from advertising and media
executives who allow 95 percent of chil- less--only unresolute--to make them.
dren's television cartoons to have violent
(c) 1991, WASHINGTON POST
themes to corporate officials who break
WRITERS GROUP
health and safety laws that expose work-
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Re-evaluating Johnson in the 1990s
George Will
Syndicated Columnist
The president
was lecturing a
group convened
because he was
distressed by conditions in nursing
homes. "And
when you design
toilets..."
Let Joe Califano continue e story:
Lyndon Johnson "leaned on his left
rump, put his elbow on the arm of his
chair, took his right arm and hand, and
strained to twist them as far behind
himself as he could, and while grunting
and poking his hand out behind his back,
he continued, `...make sure that you
don't put the toilet paper rack way behind
them so they have to wrench their backs
out of place or dislocate a shoulder or get
a stiff neck in order to get their hands on
the toilet paper.'"
The Triumph and Tragedy of Lyndon
Johnson is Califano's memoir of four
years toil as principal domestic policy
aide to the president who worried about
placement of toilet-paper dispensers. To
read it as today's Democrats campaign
tepidly for the office Johnson filled to
overflowing is to see how far we have
come from the heroic conception of the
presidency that Johnson did so much to

discredit.
Paradoxically, it is greatly to Johnson's credit as a man that he pushed a political style into disrepute. He seems, in
retrospect, an anachronism, at once
grotesque and quaint, but also more admirable than many people can comfortably acknowledge.
The adjective "heroic" is here descriptive rather than normative, conveying no
approval of style or substance, only a
scale--a hugeness of energy and presumption. Johnson was the last president of
the Age of Political Confidence, when
America's economy and society seemed
transparent to the gaze of, and manageable at the hands of, the central government. The presidential style--part Caesar, part national nanny--pioneered by
Teddy Roosevelt died at Johnson's hands.
The volcanic energy that drove Johnson to dwell on such details as toilet paper derived from two beliefs, both of
which now seem childlike: government
can be as precise as a scalpel, and a president can wield it as a surgeon would.
Return, in Califano's uncritical company (the prosecution has had more than
its share of whacks at Johnson), to those
days of yore when a guns-and-butter president tried to wage war abroad while
building a great Society at home, and
tried to hold inflation at bay by holding
down the price of steel. How? By locking up and hectoring labor and management negotiators until exhaustion did the

work of persuasion.
Then aluminum prices: sell government stockpiles. Copper? Dispatch
Averell Harriman to Chile to roll back
the world price. Shoes costing more?
Slap export controls on hides. Lamb?
Order the Pentagon to buy New Zealand
lamb. Eggs? Johnson ordered the Pentagon to purchase medium rather than
large eggs and directed the Surgeon General to talk up the cholesterol problem.
Lumber? Order the government to stop
buying wooden desks.
Johnson, who understood--who felt-the facts of poverty and racial injustice
more than any other president, had the
generous heart that comes from sensing
life's contingencies, and the large role of
luck. Seeing a drunk in Johnson City,
he held his thumb and forefinger a hair
apart and told Califano, "Don't ever forget that the difference between him and
me and him and you is that much."
Hence his unsleeping overreaching,
which Califano chronicles. "...Johnson
turned to designing a program to rebuild
America's slums...Johnson told me he
wanted to turn America's cities into
gems...." No Democrat talks like that
now.
Many of today's arguments and problems, from racial quotas to entitlementdriven budget deficits, from subsidies for
offensive "art" to subsidies for failing
schools, trace their pedigrees to LBJ's
presidency, the most consequential since

that of his hero, FDR. The civil rights
acts, the idea of racial preferences, Medicare, Medicaid, federal aid for education at
all levels, environmental and consumerprotection laws, the National Endowments for the Arts and Humanities -and
on and on and on--the list is too long for
one column.
The anti-Goldwater landslide of 1964
produced the 89th Congress, 1965-66,
the first since 1938 with a liberal majority sufficient to trounce the alliance of
Republicans and southern Democrats.
But Califano's long list of the results of
the 89th ignores one: the Reagan presidency.
Califano regularly went on idea-harvesting trips to universities, foundations,
Scientific American. "We produced a
three-inch-thick book of ideas." But by
the time these liberal ideas had become
law. the country had acquired some conservative ideas: that government is a
blunt instrument; that it often is the
problem to which it pretends to be the
solution; that it is partial to the unworthy.
The word "liberal" was on the way to
becoming an epithet.
(c) 1991, WASHINGTON POST
WRITERS GROI TT)
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Environmentalist
To Give Lecture
By Brad Will
Ass't Arts & Leisure Editor

Watson resigned from
Greenpeace due to his decision
to violate their non-violence
policy. His experience with
government and industry has
shown him that while policy is
being changed, damage to the
biosphere continues to be
unchecked.
The Sea Shepherd Society
seeks out ecological offenders
and attempts to discontinue their
illegal activities. The Sea
Shepherd, the group's battle-.
ship, has intentionally sunk
seven illegal whalers without a
single casualty. They ram vessels caught poaching and using
illegal fishing methods.
Recently Watson led the
boycott against tuna companies
using drift-nets which kill dolphins, turtles, and any other organism caught in its path.
A native of Toronto,
Captain Watson earned his naval
experience with Norwegian
Swedish merchant shipping and
in the Canadian Coast Guard.
His lecture entitled,
"Captain Paul Watson: Defending Our Oceans," will deal with
the politics of conservation and
his personal involvement in environmental movements and
campaigns.

As the momentum from
last year's peak of environmental awareness subsides, it is time
to examine dimensions larger
than recycling, as large as a
humpback whale.
Paul Watson, an individual
in the forefront of the environmental defense movement, is
coming to Allegheny as part of
the Centerstage Lecture Series.
He will be in Ford Chapel
Tuesday, Nov. 5, at 7:30 p.m.
Watson, one of the original
founders of Greenpeace, an organization created to build an
awareness of the fragility of the
earth's ecology, believes in a
policy of personal action against
irreperable damage to the ecosphere. He was the first person
to place his body between a
whale and a harpoon and the first
to paint seal pups with harmless
dye to protect them from clubbing in the early 1970's.
Watson founded the controversial Sea Shepherd Conservation Society in 1977. The publicly funded organization is dedicated to the enforcement of international regulations that protect endangered species.

Photo courtesy of Public Afffalrs

Lecturer Paul Watson, founder of the Sea Shepherd Conservation Society, aboard his ship.

Dance Marathon Benefits
Cancer Patients
By Sarah Schindler
Arts & Leisure Editor
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Musician Mike Rayburn will play in McKinleys Friday.

Versatile Musician
To Play McKinley's
By Chris P. Hunter
Ass't Arts & Leisure editor
Musician Mike Rayburn
will offer a spectral selection of
songs for Friday Night in
McKinley's, Nov. 1, at 9 p.m.
Rayburn is an acoustical guitar
player who offers a wide range
of songs, a 400 plus depot, that
includes unforgetable original,
and cover tunes.
Rayburn's acoustic talent
and originality combined with
his humorous personality and
infectuous appeal have cajoled

immediate affinity and hot reviews on campuses across the
country. Rayburn's shows have
induced appearances on television programs including P.M.
Magazine, not to mention acquiring two campus entertainment award nominations:
Campus Entertainer of the Year
and Coffeehouse/Small Concert
Entertainer of the Year. He has
also produced two albums.
Rayburn's musical performances, anything from Bach, to
Buffet, to Bon Jovi, have impressed many due to his mastery
of musical technique.

Saturday Nite Life is highlighting The American Cancer
Society Dance Marathon beginning at 2 p.m. Saturday, Nov.
2. The dance will be held to
commemorate Wayne Brewer, a
geology professor who died last
spring.
Alleghenians Committed to
Service (ACTS) is sponsoring
the 12 hour event. Seventy-five
percent of the proceeds will go
to the local chapter of the
American Cancer Society to be

used to care for local cancer patients, and twenty-five percent
will go toward cancer research.
_ Individuals, couples, or
groups of three are eligible to
sign up. Sponsorship forms are
due Saturday. No dance skills
are required. Groups of three
may also rotate so that each
member of the group dances four
hours. Meals will be provided
for the dancers. •
There will be a 5 minute
break at the end of every hour
and after every 4 hours there will
be a fifteen minute break.
Individual dancers or couples must have a minimum

sponsorship of $12. Groups
must have a minimum of $24.
All dancers must turn in their
money to the Campus Ministry
Office by Nov. 8. If more
sponsor forms are needed or for
information call the Campus
Ministry office at 332-2800.
Free sweatshirts will be
given to the dancers who dance
12 hours and are sponsored at
least $12. Prizes will be given
to residence halls, organizations,
or individuals who raise the
most money.
Prove to your date that you
have the endurance of a dynamo
and sign up!

Prominent Author Speaks
By Brad Will
Ass't Arts & Leisure Editor
"Nobody outside of specialized circles referred to Homebase
as an Asian-American book; in
1979 we still believed that literature is literature (somehow ordained from on high), Orientals
are Orientals, and if Hotnebase
was good enough, tough
enough, it would stay in the
saddle long enough to buck its
way into the great American
canon."
Indeed, it has made its way.
This exerpt from Associate Professor of English Sonya Jones'
introduction for Shawn Wong
began the Single Voice Reading
Series last night.
Wong read from Homebase
as well as from an unfinished
novel. His reading, well recieved

by a packed Ford Chapel, was
lyrical, almost poetic, and full
of feeling.
Assistant Professor of history Demerie Faitler said, "I enjoyed the reading very much. I
thought it was very interesting
to hear his voice, his interpretation of the work. It was like
hearing Kerouac read On the
Road — like a jazz interpretation
of his work."
Wong, an associate professor
of American ethnic studies at the
University of Washington, has
written poetry and fiction as
well as criticism and reviews.
He recieved the Pacific Northwest Booksellers Award and the
15th Annual Governor's Writers
Day Award .of Washington for
Homebase.
In an interview Wong decribed his participation with stu-

dents in a massive LSH section
yesterday morning as
"Intimidating ... It's strange to
have so many people so well
prepared in my work. They
asked me very specific questions
and wanted me to solve arguments which rose from class
discussion. They even asked me
to answer their final essay questions."
Wong continued, "I saw it
as my job to dodge the issue. I
tried to avoid the 'Well ... what
do you think?' reply. Literature
is so open to interpretation,
especially a novel. And that's
the way it should be. It's important to understand that a reader
brings his own perspective to a
novel."
Before his reading, he
thanked the college for being his
❑ continued on page 13
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Lecture To Discuss Public Opinion Of Science
By Brad Will
Ass't Arts & Leisure Editor
Are you one of the masses
who secretly fear science?
Does the sight of a test tube
bring back nightmares from
high school?
Well, here's something for
you!
Nancy Lowmaster, instructor of chemistry will talk
tonight at 8:00 p.m. in Ford
Chapel. The lecture will be part
of the Women's Studies Lecture

on women and minorities in the
field."
Lowmaster attended Ohio
Northern University for her undergradvate work in chemistry
and her graduate work at Penn
State in synthetic organic chemistry. Despite such technical
training, Lowmaster uses a
down-to-earth approach to discussion.
Since her arrival at
Allegheny in 1982, she has recieved a grant from the
Precollege Education Institute

Series though it will not deal
with exclusively women's issues.
"The talk will deal with the
perceptions of students and the
public as a whole have toward
chemistry and the sciences in
general. I want to discuss what I
consider to be the situations
which cause intimidation, if it is
teaching techniques or public
opinion, and what we can do
about it. In a continuingly white
male dominated field, I want to,
examine the effects of this trend

for Chemical Education which is
sponsored by the National
Science Foundation. She has
used the money to ehhance local
teaching at the precollege level.
"I've been working a good
deal with the locally funded,
joint college and high school research projects. More recently,
Allegheny students have been
promoting local education by
teaching. This can be direct field
experience for the students and
has been incorporated into the
liberal studies program."

Recently Lowmaster hosted
the annual Inservice Day where
25 elementary teachers participated in the chemistry department including a lecture and experiments. All of this is designed by the Crawford County
Central School District.
Lowmaster has devoted her
time and energies to the further
understanding of science both in
the college and the local cornmunity. Her lecture is for nonmajors and science-buffs alike.

Halloween Movies To Capture Mood
By Sarah Schindler
Arts & Leisure Editor

The Haunting is an old
movie that is hard to find, but is
well worth it. Based on The
Haunting of Hill House by
Shirley Jackson, this movie will
The Changeling is a classic shock you! Jackson wrote "The
example of a scary story. This Lottery" as well.
movie has no gore, but has a
The First Power is a newer
suspenseful plot that keeps you
guessing until the end. The movie about a serial killer (Jeff
story begins with a house Kober), who is also a devil worhaunted by a soul that can find shipper, that died in the electric
no rest. The plot builds quickly chair. He had attained the first
through seances, grave diggings, power which only God or the
and hidden rooms to find the devil can bestow, that allowed
him to return from the dead and
eerie ending.
■-•■■■■••■■■■•
ADDENDUM TO SPRING,
1992 COURSE SCHEDULE BOOK

Scary

take the form of anyone, anywhere, anytime. This proves a
challenge for detective (Lou
Diamond Phillips) and the psychic (Tracy Griffith) who pursue
him.
The Serpent and the
Rainbow is a more effective
movie because it is based on the
true story of Wade Davis, a
Harvard anthropologist, and his
struggle to retrieve a strange
powder from Haiti that has the
power to bring back the dead...
Rosemary's Baby is a
movie based on the classic tale
of an unsuccessful father (John
Cassavetes), who makes a deal
with the devil in order to win
fame and fortune. In this case,

Biology
579 Course Added: Junior Seminar: Marine Habitats
4 cr. TBA M. Azzarello
Communication Arts
380 Acting 2: Styles in Performance - Time changed
to TR 11:00-12:15, Exam code G, May 9, 9:00 a.m.
Economics
170 Fund. Manag. Account - Time changed to MWF
11:00-11:50, Quigely 101. Exam Code J, May 11, 9:00
a.m.

I•

Liberal Studies: Nat'l Science (LSN)
280 Intro. to Oceanography - Time changed to TR
11:00-12:15, Carnegie 102, Exam Code G, May 9, 9:00
•
a.m.
Liberal Studies: Social Sciences (LSS)
100 Section 8 - Time changed to MWF 9:00-9:50,
Quigley 220, Exam Code a, May 7, 9:00 a.m.
■411•411■404111•■•■■■•••■■410•■••■••■■•■•■•41

1140 Conneaut Lake Road
Meaville, Pa 16335
Ph. (814) 724-1205
Business Hours:
Sunday-Thursday lla.m.-10p.m.
Friday - Saturday 1 la.m.-1 1p.m.
Serving Lunch Until 4:00p.m. Everyday!!

Gory
American Werewolf In
London is a gory movie with a
moderate amount of humor.
The director is John Landis
(Animal House) and Rich Backer
does special effects (Star Wars,
The Exorcist). In this film, two
young American men are attacked by a werewolf while they
are visiting Europe. One dies,
and the other is doomed to "a
fate worse than death."

Of course, there is the old
standby, Halloween, in the original, Michael Meyers escapes
from the Illinois State Mental
Hospital fifteen years after murdering his sister. He repeatedly
returns to Haddonfield to relive
his youthful killing.
For those of you who have
no stomach for the movies mentioned above, I whole heartedly
recommend to you Halloween Is
Grinch Night! This animated
favorite will put you in the
grinchiest of mind-sets for
Halloween.

Folk music for Lunch Time Lift

English
552 Title should be "The Novel and History"

1
"."

The Howling is another
his wife (Mia Farrow) has to
werewolf flick that shows one
pay the price.
how werewolves are too easily
mistaken for normal humans.
You may not be able to know
the difference until it's too late.

As Joerg says, "folk music im- spectrum, or as personal as indiparts a powerful lesson that the vidual experience. It's an all inworld is won heart-by-heart, clusive idea." Joergs, as a musiLunch Time Lift will pre- thought-by-thought it's about cian, chronicles a mood, and
sent Donna Joerg, folk musi- things genuine and compassion- captures and an underlying spirit
cian, Tuesday, Nov. 5, at 12:15 ate, it's as broad as the social in her listeners.
p.m. in McKinley's. Joerg is a
folk vocalist and acoustic guitarist and says that her appetite
for music unfolded before her,
she never' intended to be a professional.
Joerg has a simple philoso- c.430vrited 441 $444.4 5d4h4liteix
phy which many would perhaps
call "hippie" or "`60-ish" but it
The David Mead Inn will be
Have old clothes and things
seems to work along with her
musical viewpoint. She plays that are in good shape, but you the host of the Country Crafters
folk because the sincere lyrics know you'll never use? Donate annual craft sale this year. The
with a down-to- earth sound rep- them to the Crawford Country sale will be Nov. 9 from 10
resents her simplistic resolve. rummage sale.. Only clean and a.m. to 6 p.m., and Nov. 10
usable items will be accepted. from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Various
Drop off donated items Nov. 11 craft items will be put up into a
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. The sale raffle, the proceeds from which
will occur Nov. 12 from 9 a.m. will help refurbish the Academy
to 3 p.m. and Nov. 13 from 9 Theater. The sale is open to the
a.m. to noon. The sale is to public.
benefit the senior citizens of
LI continued on page 13
Crawford Country.

By Chris P. Hunter
Ass't Arts & Leisure Editor

4,44 4e ht4

•

Nall is in the air at

Gift Certificates

Give the gift of good taste. Our gift
certificates may be used at any
Red Lobster restaurant nationwide.
Available from the' -ashier.

FLOWERS & GIFTS
64
Beautiful Designs in:
Fall Silk, Dry, and Fresh
Arrangements
Halloween Decorations
Giftware & Balloons
207 Chestnut Street
- 336-3151
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Cinema To Show Classic Casablanca
or since have managed, and in
it.4 enduring popularity, has become a measure of American
cinematic excellence.
Rick's Cafe caters to the
expatriates and refugees fleeting
Nazi-occupied Europe for the
relative saftey of America following the fall of France to
Hitler's troops. The owner,
Richard Blain (Humphrey
Bogart), is an ex-arms smuggler
who once fought with the
Spanish Loyalists but has now
retired to an apolitical cynicism:
half-Hemingway, half-Scott
Firzgerald. He has a business, a
new life far from Europe, and
the memory of a broken love affair in the now-fallen ruins or
Paris.
Enter Ugarte (Peter Lone), a
smuggler who has laid hold of
scarce letters of transit, two
passports to anywhere, taken

By Erik Schuckers
CAMPUS Reporter
After almost fifty years, the
joint's still jumping. Rick's
Cafe American, the classy
Casablancan bar where cigarettes
and ceiling fans are still in
vogue, occupies a special place
in the American pop culture. Of
the ten or twelve most influential films ever to emerge from
the Hollywood mill, Michael
Curtiz's Casablanca, released in
1943, is perhaps the sentimental
favorite. You might admire
Citizen Kane, or Rebel Without
a Cause, or Psycho, but it's virtually impossible to intellectualize the broad appeal of Curtiz's
classic tale of love and intrigue
set against the dark chaos of
World War II. It touches audiences in ways few films before

after the murder of German to Rick, an his letters of transit. Sam"), Casablanca's melodrama
The hitch is that Rick's dis- swims this side of the unbelievcouriers who bore them. Ugarte
convinces Rick to hide the let- astrous romance in Paris was able. Sure, it's contrived, but
ters for him before his arrest with...of course: Ilsa. The only once caught up in the spell of
(and subsequent murder) by way that the Laszlos can make it Curtiz's atmospheric magic
Major Heinrich Strasser (Conrad to American to continue their (This film and John Huston's
Veidt) and Casablanca's prefect resistance work is with a letter 1941 Bogart-Astor vehicle, The
of police, Captain Louis of transit. But Tick, still bitter Maltese Falcon, set the stage for
Renault (Claude Rains), sub- over Ilsa's desertion, is the only the surge of film noir that domlimely corrupt but by no means man in Casablanca who can get inated the 1940's and has resura lover of the Nazi party, a man one.
faced today in movies like Body
With an outstanding inter- Heat and the Coen brothers
who "blows with the wind."
national cast--the urbanely Blood Simple), you don't care.
Not unlike Rick himself.
Also in Casablanca while amoral Rains and the Cheshire- It's another world, where exotic
the Ugarte affair is going on are cat inscrutable Gre,enstreet take locales make romance more pasthe Laszlos; Vicrot (Paul special delight in their support- sionate and danger more excitHenreid) is a leader of the ing roles, and Bogart, whose ing, where larger-than-life is exEuropean underground resis- performance here netted him his actly the size of life, where love
tance, and he and his wife Ilsa first Oscar nomination and and loyalty and idealism aren't
(Ingrid Berman) need visas to established him a king of the postmodern jokes.
carry on anti-Nazi work in Warner stable, is simply superb
Sure, it's old, but when
America. They go to Senor as the hard-edged expatriate--and they say they don't make 'em
Ferrari (Sydney Greenstreet), the a supremely quotable script (in like they used to, this is what
chief of the Casablancan black which you will not, by the way, they mean.
market, who in turn refers them find the line, "Play it again,

Wong Preserves
Literary Tradition
❑ continued from page 11
best customer and apologized for
making the freshman class write
a final paper on his book.
In the interview, Wong discussed his experience as a writer
and editor: "When I began writing I didn't know a single
Asian-American writer. They
definitely didn't teach about
them in • school. Our goal in
creating an anthology of AsianAmerican literature was to
preserve a literary tradition that
has gone unnoticed and would
have been lost."
He concluded the interview
by saying, "Allegheny is making an attempt by picking a
book every year to make a
common ground for the student
class — Chinese-American literature in this case. Before they
scatter into their differing disci-

JOi IN J. CI

Bring this ad tn and

plines hopefully they will bring
what they learned on to the next
class, and to the outside world.
It is valuable for everybody to
examine diffdrent perspectives of
American culture and history."
At a reception following the
reading, Jackie Tian, a Chinese
Alleghenian who attended a dinner for Wong at the David Mead
Inn said, "The reading was beautiful. Personally he is not only
charming but intelligent as well.
He's all of the positive words
there are."
One should add humble,
friendly, and humorous. The college community is lucky to
have had a reader of Wong's
ability and personality as well.
He is living proof of the strides
academia has made in incorporating alternative traditions into
standard curriculum.

S5.00 of regular Nto(

"As usual, Miller's outstanding
selection at low, low prices."
Photo By T. Jeffrey Weiss

Downtown Meadville Mall

Author Shawn Wong at last nights Single Voice Reading.

1104e C.4,444e#4,4

e ave xpe ence, nc. ~ 4-1053
255 Chestnut St•Meadville, Pa 16335

Pinocchio Rescheduled
❑ continued from page 12
Back by popular demand.
Pinocchio has been scheduled to
perform two matinee shows at
the Meadville Council of the
Arts (MCA). The MCA is located above the Market House
on Market Street.
The children's play includes

audit, ice vaiticipation and will
be showing at noon Saturday,
Nov. 2, and Sunday, Nov. 3 at
2p.m.
The play is the result of
Carol Grunden's senior comprehensive project. Grunden is the
director of the play. Admission
is $1.

ov
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City Limits
Fashions & Accessories

COACH
O'KEEFE
AND THE
LLEGHEN
FOOTBALL
TEAM!!

$199
ADULT%

;',1-61'r AMERICAN TRANS A.IR $

-

159
CHUNK/1

TAMPA

.

every Saturday
every Suiwday

FT. MYERS
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via
USAir
every Saturday

FEBRUARY 15 - APRIL 25, 1992

DAYTONA
BEACH

FEBRUARY 15

-

via

$

1 99
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$ 1 99

USAir

every Saturday
via

$229
ROUNDTRIP

USAir

APRIL 25, 1992

DOWNTOWN MALL - WATER STREET

MEADVILLE, PA
(814) 333-2009

16335
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Dust
Wiwi()
Sub Shop
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from Pittsbul yll

814-333-1675
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724-5016
900 Market St.

(Next to the Market House)
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CAMPUS REPS WANTED!!
Earn valuable experience,
travel and meet new people!
Sell Winter/Spring Break packages to Jamaica, Cancun,
Bahamas, Margarita Island From $369- Best Commissions Paid! Sun Splash Tours
1-800-426-7710
Financial Aid available immediately! Special grants program. Every student eligible.
No one turned down. Simple
application. Send name,
address and $1 P&H fee (refundable) to: Student Services, P.O. Box 22-4026, Hollywood, FL 33022.
tarn $2000. + FREE SPRING
BREAK TRIPS! North America's #1 Student Tour Operator seeking motivated students, organizations, fraternities and sororities as campus representatives promoting Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona and Panama City! Call 1
(800) 724-1555!
CAMPUS REPS WANTED!
Quality vacations to exotic
Destinations! Sell Spring
Break packages to Jamaica,
Canpun, Bahamas, Margarita Ipland. Fastest Free
Travel and $$$. Call Sun
Splash Tours 1-800-426-

n1 o.

There will be an informational
meeting for those students
interested in qtudying abroad
in either Spain or Latin America on Tuesday, November 5,
1991 at 7:00 p.m. in the Spanish House at 425 N. Main
Street.
I he Erie Art Museum is looking for majors in art, art history, museum studies, and
graphic design for their workstudy positions. If interested,
contact John Vanco, Executive Director, Erie Art Museum,
411 State Street, Erie, PA
16501, (814) 459-5477. For
more info on these and other
internships, come see the
friendly OCS staff and browse
through our library and computerized internship and entry
level positions files.
PHOTOGRAPHERS
WANTED for weekend work.
We need energetic people with
35 mm SLR camera. 1-800678-1718.

■ 21
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PERSONALS

HEY ART MAJORS! The
Aperture Foundation is offering seven paid internships at
their New York office. Each
internship offers $250 per
month and is geared towards
students who have experience
in photography and visual arts.
Contact Sue Coliton, Work
Scholar Coordinator, Aperture
Foundation, 20 East 23rd
Street, New York, NY 10010,
(212) 505-5555. There is no
formal deadline. So come into
OCS today for more information!
MetroArts, an arts agency
serving Pennsylvania's capital region, is looking for students who are interested in
arts management. The internship lasts for a three month
period (January to May and
May to August). Each intern
will receive a stipend of $1200.
Contact Martha Hostetter, Vice
President, MetroArts, P.O. Box
830, HarrisbUrg, PA 17108,
(717) 238-1887. There is no
formal deadline; come over to
OCS so we can help you write
a glowing resume!
Earn Fabulous FREE Spring
Break Vacation while meeting
new people and earning cash.
Work at your own pace. Energetic, highly motivated outgoing individuals needed. Call
Bob at Campus Holidays 1800-627-4791.
A high-school class ring was
found at Robertson Field on
Sunday, October 13. To claim,
please call 332-5384.

PERSONALS
Now get on out of here with
that alley cat coat-wearin'
hush-puppie shoe-wearin'
crumbcake I saw you with.
D. Keep your head to the stars.
It'll be alright

Do you like planning fun activities, shopping at malls with
real stores like Talbots and
Kaufmans? Do you like to
dine at fancy restaurants were
food has flavor? Then, join
ACES and help us plan exciting trips to Buffalo, Pittsburgh,
Cleveland and other places!
Call Carmen at x2444, Sara
x3054 or JoAnne x2231
To the sisters & pledges of
Alpha Delta Pi, Great job with
Greek Sing! Congratulations!
Love, the sisters & pledges or
Alpha Gamma Delta
Amber, Awesome job with
the "kiddie carnival"! You're
the best, kid. Alpha Gam Love,
Mom (Dani) P.S. So what is in
your future?
So here's the deal boys and
girls! ACES trip to Buffalo on
the 2nd of Nov. has been
cancelled! HOWEVER, we are
still going to Buffalo on the
17th or Nov. to see the Bolshoi
Ballet (where Baryshrikov got
his start) perform. Transportation is free and there will be
box lunches available. RSVP
by Nov. 10! Call Carmen at
x2444, Sara x3054, or JoAnne
x2231
E— hope you join us for tonights festivities, thank goodness for t.v. lounge chats or I'd
never get to talk to.you
I assume the people on campus celebrate Halloween everyday. Looks like the Addams
Family's future generations
are running around.
There are two friendly cats
roaming the campus, one is
orange and the other is predominatly white. Will the
owner or concerned ailurophile please phone 332-4342 or
336-5804
S-- Happy Halloween. See ya
tomorrow night.

The CAMPUS

M.R. — Smoke a joint, it Dear Love Always, I appreci-

ate your concern about my
bad habits in class, and I am
currently working on cleaning
up my act. Take Care, Terriann
Happy Halloween everyone!
And may all the batteries in
the world simaltaneously recharge tonight!
Box 1857, Smile! (You don't
know me, but I think you're
a pretty nea t person.) "Audrey
3 ,,
C- Guess what? P.B. has a G.L.
and M. can't wait for T.T.B.&B.
-S
To the mysterious guitarist
who likes to play his sweet
melodies outdoors next to a
rock-- I really enjoyed listening to your music while I was
reading the other day. When's
the next time you'll be playing
your guitar at the rock?
"There was a feeling of yipee
andyahoo in the air."
"...Cheer for the Minnesota
Twins today..."
Erik-- I miss you! I'm a damned
greedy person so you had better not be a stranger! Things
aren't the same without seeing
your smiling face every Wednesday morning (and night).
See you tonight! --Sarah
Chem-cave and Comp-cavern.
And then he said: "Hey, that's
my tie..." —another great reason to be glad you're an Alpha
Gam.
Hobag, you can be a ho, but
don't tell your business, that's
where Anita went wrong.

might loosen up your butt
cheeks.
Reason 351: When you have a
beer, you don't have to wait 10
minutes before you have another.
Hey Forehead, Got a great
halloween costume for you.
Flashlight. Neon light stop
light. Now I lay me down to
sleep. --Happy Halloween
C-Town Posse, ain't $#*+!!!
M.J.— Hey Boy, uhm-- look nice
in them tight jeans. --Eddie
Men ain't s lookin' for the
next big ass they can hit!!
Pay day is next Friday, soap
and deodarant cost at the
most 5 dollars, water is free.
Females you know who you
are! —Datum Clean.
Queen Bitch-- What's up with
B-More?
Dave & Martin— 3-2-1 Ignition! Merry Hallow's Eve!
Hope you both survived your
tests and are ready to...—S
Sherri— Happy Birthday! —
Kristin
Kris-- Hoppy Hally (ha ha ha)!
Hey Pres: How big is that hole?
Erik--Wednesday nights
won't be the same. I feel like
I've lost yet another kindred
spirit. -C
There will be a jam on Friday
Nov. 1 from 9 p.m. - 2 a.m. at
Montgomery Gym. The price
is only $1 or two canned goods.
College I.D. is required!
To Emily L. You're beautiful.
But God bless you. —John

• # FREE
SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION
FOR STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FORfor COLLEGE

some type of financial
Is eligible
ald regardless of grades or parental Income.

1111 Every student

COMPREHENSIVE DATABASE: Our data ben of over 200,000 fabrics d scholarstips and
grants represent over $10 tdico in Ovate seam financial aid.
MANY AWARDS: Sdidaships are available to students based on their career plans, tan*
heritage and academic interests.
UNIQUE RESEARCH: Our research department has located many scholarships
indudirq awards for newspaper carriers, grocery dents, cheerleaders and non-smokers.
RESULTS GUARANTEED.
CALL ANYTIME FOR A FREE BROCHURE

(800) 283-8600 E-go6
presents

•
*

DANCE
MARATHON
Saturday, November 2
2:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.

I

in our Restaurant? 'rab legs-All you can
eat...$10.95
Saturday & Sunday ,
Prime Rib...$7.95
onday Nite Football
Mini Pizza...47¢
tromboli...100 a slice
Hoagie...94¢
• 5 days till Christmas
ook your parties no
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794 Park Avenue,
Meadville
814-724-6685

Restaurant
& Pub
• she Iasi Salo Row,
rA
tormi- zut
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in the C.C. Lobby

ri.

In Memory of Wayne Brewer
211 Che.,,..t Ctrt et • M•advtile PA 101 if • ($14) 721 0515

The Allegheny Alligator Exclusive at Kerr's! The belief
that wearing our 14 Karat gold Allegheny Alligator will
increase your grade average by 2 percentile is not
founded in scientific research. It's just one of those
things you must accept on faith. It's a great little necklace or tie tack, however and every Allegheny student,
faculty member, and administrator should wear one.
Necklace without chain $89.00
$89.00
Tie Tack

221 Chestnut St. Meadville, Pa. 16335

Yr

•
•*
•

For more infoi mation
call 332-2800
o-Sponsored by

AMERICAN
CANCE R.
SOCIETY
IFC, PANHEL.
ACTS & CAB
.
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GREEKS
A Greek Newsletter

By Callie Lechner
Senior Editor

by: Alicia Haglund
Panhel PR Chairperson

In an effort to add to the continuing education greeks are receiving
about the new alcohol policy, Dave
Westol, a prosecuting attorney and
national representative from Theta
Chi fraternity will deliver an address Nov. 7 at 7:30 in Ford Chapel
entitled "Risk Management on
Trial ." Westol's presentation will
be given as part of an All-Greek
Chapter. Part of the address will
involve a mock trial scene as it
might occur in a case involving
fraternity or sorority liability. The
address is being given in hopes
that greeks can come to a stronger
awareness of the risks which they
presently face, and to clarify the
recent changes in the alcohol policy.
***
Congratulations to the wine -s of
this year's Greek Sing comp..tition:

1st: AAII and 8X
2nd: AXQ and ATA
3rd: AFL\ and OKI'

Greek of the
Week
Sarah Klomp (KA e),
is the winner of the
Kappa Alpha Theta
Founder's Scholarship,
Sarah is one of only four
recipients nationwide.

By Sarah Schindler
Arts & Leisure Editor
A concert featuring Janet
Youngdahl and Elizabeth Etter
entitled "Relatively Speaking:
The Family In Song" will perform in Ford Chapel, Sunday
Nov. 3 at 3:15 p.m.
Youngdahl is a soprano
who has performed with the
Academy of Early Music in Ann
Arbor, Michigan, has held the
title role in a Minneapolis production of Did() and :Aeneas, and
is currently workii -1, on achieving a doctorate of musical arts in
historical performance at Case
Western Reserve University.
Etter is a keyboatA collaborator ant! a soloist. Lthe has perroraica with the Pittsburgh

Myers, Scott Keefer, Katie
Henderson, Michelle Kovinko,
and the Assistant Director of the
Campus Center, Gail Sutton.
Quinn concluded, "The con•
ference is the student's link Mu_
the industry of student programming. Allegheny College
is well regarded there, because of
the quality and quantity of the
programming we already do. It
gives us a positive feeling to
come back with so much material."

Early Music Ensemble, and in
the Cleveland Museum of Art.
She has also taught at both
Allegheny and the Cleveland
Institute of Music, and is currently serving as staff accompanist at Case Western Reserve
University where she is also
pursuing her doctorate of musical' arts in historical performance for both the harpsichord
and the piano. Sunday, Etter
will be playing the piano. Etter
and Youngdahl will perform
pieces by musical families including works by Leopold and
Wolfgang Mozart, Fanny and
Felix Mendelssohn, Louise and
Johann Reichardt, and Clara and
Robert Schumann.
The performance is free and
Chris Rogers Photo
is a must for those who enjoy
A child poses with Multicultural Affairs director Reggie Ryder :
classical music.

Friday Night at
McKinley's

0 233V
vcmcaoc:)3cav
Thursday, October 31
Games Room, Campus Center
7:00 p.m . FREE

Monday Night Video

14,1,ke
kaliburn,

musician
McKinley's 9:00 p.m.
FREE
Friday, November 1

Monday, November 4
8:00 p.m.
McKinley's FREE

Wednesday Night Movie

Lunch Time Lift
•
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•
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JOERG,
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T

the chance to preview performers
and lectures as well as to meet
people from other schools in
order to exchange ideas for programming. Quinn added,
"While we will primarily be
choosing programs for Campus
Center events, we are also planning to bring back ideas for
other organiz2tions on campus."
Members of the Campus
Center Cabinet travelling to
Charleston include juniors
Quinn, Sandy Riddle, Laurie

Duo To Perform
Classical Music

0

•

the National Association of
Campus Activities Regional
Conference. The conference is
held annually and is an opportunity for organizations like the
CCC to attend educational sessions to enhance programming
for next semester.
Junior Maureen Quinn said
that the conference will serve a
variety of functions besides instruction in the "how-to's" of
programming. The delegation
from Allegheny, the largest ever
from the school, will also have

Every year, the Campus
Center Cabinet provides the
Allegheny community with a
variety of events addressing a
multitude of topics. But does
anyone ever wonder from where
the ideas for these programs
come?
This weekend, 7 representatives from the Campus Center
Cabinet (CCC) will travel to
Charleston, West Virginia for

amen oom yen

II
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C.C.C. Seeks Innovation Through Conference

.

SPEAK

,.„
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OnTcedua.g
',D3c)garI
LiTawapEia

.

Tuesday, ovember 5
12:15 p.m. McKinley's
FREE
McKinley's Specials
and Bag Lunch Available.

Wednesday, November 6
Shafer Auditorium
9:00 p.m. $1.00

Sign up for massage
class...deadline Nov,
6! Class scheduled
for Nov. 11; 7-9 p.m.
Cost $1.00 Sign up in
GC ffice Room U202

October 31, 1991
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OH MY GOD! I
DREAMT THAT LAST
WEEK, GATORLAND
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Two Championships for the Price of One
By Geoff Turk
Sports Writer
Two championships were
won this past Sunday night.
The first, and perhaps the most
notable, was the Minnesota
Twins claiming their second
World Series win in the past
five years. The second, and
probably not as important to as
many people, was the Washington Redskins defeating the New
York Giants in National Football League play.
The Atlanta Braves and the
Minnesota Twins were in the
World Series. No. I'm not hallucinating. I speak the truth.
The two worst teams in baseball
of a year ago found themselves
in the unlikely position of
World Championship opponents
this past week.
Of all the scenarios in professional sports, the thought of
the two worst teams in baseball
turning out to be the two best in
the period of a year is incredible.
Not only that, it's phenomenal,
stupendous, amazing...need I go
on?
The Braves, though losers
of the big series, were nothing
short of all-world in the National League Championship
Series versus the Pittsburgh Pirates.
❑

continued from page 20

Gators
Ready to
Win
out." This group of Gators carries a quiet intensity, but the determination to succeed is definitely present.
"They are being underestimated," says Yuhasz, "but they
should not be. I believe in this
team and I also believe that the
pride in who they are and what
they represent, as well as their
desire to compete to the best of
their ability, will see them
through this competition."
Over the past two weeks
this team's attitude has been upbeat and positive. This team is
ready to win. Junior co-captain
Colin Knisely says, "[He] is
looking forward to this meet because this is it. It's now or
never. A heavy competitive situation like conferences requires
digging down and pulling it all

This Week in
the NFL
Sunday's games
San Francisco at Atlanta
Cleveland at Cincinnati
Detroit at Chicago
Green Bay at N.Y. Jets
Houston at Washington
New England at Buffalo
Phoenix at Dallas
Tampa Bay at Minnesota
New Orleans at L.A. Rams
Miami at Indianapolis
Pittsburgh at Denver
Monday's game
N.Y. Giants at Philadelphia

The combination of pitching and clutch offense in addition to superb defense all but
stymied the Pirates for the second year in a row. Ah, yes.
The almighty Pirates with the
best regular season record in the
major leagues.
For the second year in a
row, they bit the bullet in the
playoffs. This was very depressing, because the Pirates deserved
to win the National League
Pennant.
But, let's give credit to the
Braves. They shut down a potent offensive power in the Pirates, and came up with the
most spectacular pitching performance in recent playoff history, perhaps .even the most
spectacular in the history of the
sport. There were more scoreless innings pitched in the
World Series and the National
League Championship Series
than could possibly be legal, but
nonetheless, it was extremely
fun to watch.
The Twins used a steady
pitching staff and solid offense
to secure the pennant. The return
of Jack Morris was good to see
and he continued his winning
ways. Morris' post-season
record is 4-1 and his record in
the World Series with the Twins
and the Detroit Tigers is 3-0.

This wiley old veteran of
the mound is my choice for
player of the year. Well, at least
the pitcher of the year, because
nobody, but nobody, can win
the big games like Jack Morris.
He is a class act through and
through.
Another championship of
sorts belongs to the Washington
Redskins. If you haven't noticed, the Redskins defeated the
New York Giants this past
weekend and remained the only
undefeated team in the NFL
(which stands for Not For
Losers).
By now I am sure the majority of the readers of this column know I am a diehard Redskins fan. I'm not trying to
hide that. But so nobody becomes ill, I will approach this
topic objectively.
The Redskins are probably
the best team in the NFL this
season (as I predicted), and they
will continue to win for those of
you wondering. The Redskins
are strong through and through.
They have no weak spots, so
don't try to find any.
The Redskins' win over the
Giants has been long time corning. I have waited for the past
three NFL seasons to see the
`Skins beat the blasted Giants.
The little parody in the NFC
East is the Redskins can't beat

•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

GOOD LUCK GATORS! ! !

the Giants, the Giants can't beat
the Eagles, and the Eagles can't
beat the Redskins. Maybe this
victory by Washington will
break these three teams out of
this revolving door. I was getting tired anyway.
The Redskins are showing
their true colors by virtue of the
come-from-behind win against
the Giants. If the 'Skins can
beat Houston this Sunday at
home(which they will, so get
ready to pay me Jason and Mike,
the spread is still 6 1/2 points)
they should set the tone for the
second half of the season.
If all goes according to
plan, the Redskins should finish

Women's Volleyball Look for
Another NCAC Championship
By Melanie Spence
Assistant Sports Editor

By April Brown
Sports Editor

Sunday night while most
people were watching a scoreless
game seven of the World Series
between the Braves and Twins,
the undefeated Washington Redskins were scrambling for dear
life against the New York
Giants. Washington came out
on top 17-13.
The Giants came out "too
hype." They held Washington's
quarterback Mark Rypien to
three for eight, 26 yards while
on the ground Redskins' Ernest
Byner was unproductive with
nine yards in the first half.
Redskins total offense compiled
35 yards in the first half.
Wide receiver Gary Clark
also had a rough start, dropping
two would-be touchdown passes.
Wide receiver Ricky Sanders was
quiet on the evening. Art
Monk, gaining on Charles Taylor's all time receiving record,

played mediocre.
After an embarrassing first
half, the Redskins gathered their
suite of armor and trotted back
into the battlefield with victory
in their minds.
Rypien came alive to finish
12 of 25 with 159 yards and two
touchdowns. Both touchdowns
caught by Clark, who must have
put glue on his finger tips at the
half, were the only touchdowns
of the game.
For the second week in a
row, rookie running back Ricky
Ervins provided the gas for the
`Skins to come back, gaining 82
yards on 20 carries after replacing Ernest Byner.
Ervins, a third-round pick
from Southern California, kept
the 'Skins first drive burning
with a pair of key third-down
gains.
The Redskins take on the
fire arm of Warren Moon and the
power offense of the 7-1 Houston Oilers this Sunday.
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legheny because they ran off
with the next two games.
Senior co-captains Molly
Dietz and Renea Surrena led the
team victory. Dietz had 11 kills
to boast her conference lead to
546. Surrena had 29 assists,
bringing her total to 1,213 to
lead the conference.
Freshman Carrie Coufalik
had seven kills and nine digs
while sophomore Amy Davidson had 43 digs.
Friday, the Lady Gators will
play Denison University in the
final four.

The women's volleyball
team regained their winning
form, which led them to their
three-straight NCAC championship. The Lady Gators swept
Ohio Wesleyan University 159,15-3, 15-8, in the quarterfinals
of the NCAC volleyball championship Tuesday.
The Lady Gators started
slow but went on a six point
run to snap the 9-9 tie. Ohio
Wesleyan was no match for Al-
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Redskins Come-From
BehindVictory Proves
Why They Remain
Undefeated in 1991

up with no more than one or
two losses through the rest of
the regular season. And don't
think Washington's early success will go to their heads either. Head Coach Joe Gibbs is
notorious for looking at the
down side of things and will
keep his team on the right track,
all the way to the playoffs and
home field advantage at RFK
Stadium.
One more little known fact.
Every four years, the NFC East
Champions win the Super
Bowl. In 1983, the Redskins
beat Miami. In 1987, the
Giants waxed the Broncos, and
in 1991...
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Gators End Season on a High Note
By Aaron Petritz
Assistant Sports Editor
Wednesday the Alleghney
men's soccer team scored a 2-0
victory against Washington &
Jefferson in their season finale.
After a year filled with its ups
and downs, the Gators finished
the season with a 9-8-2 record.
In the words of coach
Marty Goldberg, "It was a great
season. One that felt a lot like
a roller coaster ride. There were
times when we could have,
should have won, but just
didn't"
Three upsets against topranked opponents highlighted
the 1991 season. The Gators
sandwiched two great wins
against Wittenberg and Kenyon
with a disappointing loss to
Oberlin. Hopes of a playoff
berth were still alive after a 1-1
tie against Wooster. Then the
team hit a wall with
consecutive 1-0 losses at the
hands of Case Western and
Earlham, ending the Gators
hopes of qualifying for postseason play.
Wednesday's game against
W & J was "technically one of
our best games of the season,"
according to Goldberg. At
24:05 of the first half freshman
Ron Gruca scored the game
winning goal after sophomore
midfielder Michael Newman's
shot bounced of the crossbar and
dropped into the goalie box.
With a minute to play in the
first half, senior co-captain
Scott Falso concluded the scoring on a penalty kick.
Senior Mark Emerson and
sophomore Nate Fairfield cornbined to hold W & J scoreless
on the day. For the season
Fairfield has made 87 saves in
15 games, while allowing 18
goals to give him a 1.20 goals
against average. After returning
from a mid-season injury,
Emerson ended up with 9 goals
against, 38 saves, and a 1.27
GAA.

••

On the offensive end, the
team was led by sophomore
midfielder Ziv Arie, who tallied
21 points with 8 goals and 5
assists during the season.
Junior Rick Ofsanko added 15
points, while Gruca's strong
finish gave him six goals for
the year.
Five Gator seniors who
provided the team with leadership ended their collegiate soccer careers on Wednesday.
Falso finished the season with
five goals and two assists. He
ends his playing days with two
team records, including goals in
a season, which he set after
scoring 14 last year.
Fellow co-captain Jeff
Carragher has scored two goals
and assisted on another for the
season. John Dinkins ended the
year with one goal and two assists, while Matt Cassidy added
three points along with some
tough defensive play. After
shutting out W & J for a half,
Emerson greeted each of his fellow seniors with plenty of cold
water as they stepped off
Robertson Field for the last
time.
While the seniors will be
missed, the team looks forward
to the development of the many
young players on the squad next
season.

By Damion Jones
Sports Writer
This past week, the Allegheny College athletic department wrapped up another successful flag football season.
The month long intramural affair saw 14 teams fielded; eight
made it to the playoffs.
The teams that had the misfortune of not getting into the
playoffs included Air Raid, Phi
Delta Theta, Phi Kappa Psi BTeam, the Raiders, the Ravine
Rockers and Theta Chi.
The squads that did advance
to the playoffs faced a series of
gruelin games in their

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

•

championship quest
In the quarterfinal playoff
round, the The Football Team
defeated Delta Tau Delta 18-12.
The next game saw JR &
Company steamroll over Phi
Gamma Delta by a margin of
39-6.
One of the most thrilling
playoff games featured Phi
Kappa Psi A-Team squeezing
out a 30-24 win over the Dagos
& Other Wannabees in a contest
that went into double overtime.
Rounding out the quarterfinals,
going into double over time,
Dean Part 5 beat the Tri Lambds
8-2.
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watches him closely.

A man made of kindness
A friend to us all

Intramural Flag Football Recap
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Senior Co-captain Jeff Carragher prepares to take a shot, while an opposing defender
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Semifinal playoff action
saw JR & Company put an end
to the fantasies of The Football
Team with a 59-12 mauling. In
the other semifinal game, Dean
Part 5 won over Phi Kappa Psi
A-Team 24-18.
The stage for the title game
was set and it was certain to be a
classic confrontation between
two tough teams with 7-1
season records.
Captained by Gator wrestler
Jason Richey, the team of JR &
Company pitted their speed and
skill against the size and
strength of Dean Part 5, a team
that boasted many members of
the 1990 championship team,
the Weasels.
Dean Part 5 seemed intent
on putting the game away early,
but JR & Company sealed the
contest in their own favor when
freshman quarterback Noah
Fardo completed touchdown
passes to junior Mike Ryan and
sophomores Mike Penn and
Dennis Walton,as well as scoring on a short run himself.
JR & Company dominated
the action for about 75% of the
game to score a decisive 24-7
victory and win the 1991
intramural flag football
championship.
....

Life was his passion
His family meant the world
His words inspired many
Running was his favorite
He felt exercise was the way
He always made you feel
special
Positive words were his key
His smile was contagious
He cheered till the end
Win or lose he was there
with a hug or a squeeze
Always a ear to listen
a shoulder to lean
The traveling dad
Surrogate father to all
He gave what he could and
will be dearly missed
Heres to Mr. Glover
The best fan
-A Lady Gator
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Lady Booters Battle Ohio Wesleyan Bishops
By Damion Jones
Sports Writer
With this season winding
down, the Allegheny College
women's soccer team has recently attempted to step up efforts to win a sixth NCAC
championship.
Last Saturday, the Lady Gators hosted the Ohio Wesleyan
University Battling Bishops in
their final home game of the
regular season.
Amidst an atypical sweltering heat wave in front of dozens
of visiting parents, as well as
scores of other fans, Allegheny
waged a fierce battle with the defending NCAC co-champion
Lady Bishops.
Unfortunately for the Lady
Gators, Ohio Wesleyan quickly
stole control of the game, scor-

ing two shocking goals in the
first half.
During the second half, the
Lady Bishops managed to score
two more, but Allegheny began
to rally late in the game as junior Michelle DeLuca scored off
of a sensational assist by
sophomore Melissa Rao.
Despite a revitalized offense
and the combined six saves of
freshmen goalies Stacy Hildebrant and Sara Ryan, lack of
time became a crucial factor and
the Lady Gators suffer a 4-1
loss.
The result of this game has
given the women's soccer team
a current overall season record of
7-9-2 and an NCAC season
record of 4-2-1.
This Saturday, the Lady Gators will play Denison University in Granville, Ohio, in their
final game of the regular season.

J.V. Lady Gators
are Successful
By Damion Jones
Sports Writer

a 2-1 whipping of Wittenberg
and a 4-0 stomping of
Westminister.

As with many other sports
this year, the recent influx of
new students into Allegheny
College allowed this season's
women's soccer squad to field a
junior varsity team to perform
on a schedule independent of the
varsity level.
With a women's soccer
team that consists of four
seniors, six juniors, five
sophomores and seventeen
freshmen, filing the junior varsity slots was no problem and
the team enjoyed a successful
season.
The Lady Gators opened the
season at home with a 6-1
thrashing of Waynesburg. A
series of away games provided
the team with victories of 11-0
over Mercyhurst, 17-1 over Hiram, and 7-1 over Wooster.
Allegheny closed out
September with a
"homecoming" of sorts that saw

Photo by Tess Erb

Senior Jennifer Vescio leads the Lady Gators in scoring with 18 points.

Don Hansen's Football Gazette
NCAA Division III Top 10
(week of 10-28-91)

The Lady Gators began October with a 2-2 tie in a rematch
with Mercyhurst and smashed
Wooster 4-0 in another rematch.
Hitting the road again, the team
went south to deal Slippery
Rock a 6-0 upset in a remarkably thrilling encounter.

NORTH
1. Allegheny, Pa. (8-0-0)

2. Lycoming (6-0-0)
3. Dayton, Ohio (7-0-0)
4. St. John's, Minn. (8-0-0)
5. Simpson, Iowa (8-0-0)
6. Baldwin-Wallace, Ohio (7-0-0)
7. Wisconsin-LaCrosse (8-0-0)
8. Union, N.Y. (7-0-0)
9. Ferrum, Va. (6-0-0)
10. Ithaca, N.Y. (6-1-0)

Concluding the junior
varsity season, Allegheny faced
Slippery Rock in a rematch at
home and fell victim to a
stunning 2-1 defeat by the
Division III power.
The Allegheny College junior varsity women's soccer
team completed the 1991 season
with a magnificent record of 8-11.
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F REE

Every athlete who competed
in the games did a fantastic job.
With results like this, the future
success of the varsity women's
soccer team is practically guaranteed.
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Gators Dethrone Lords
Cammarano Leads Gators
to Another Victory
By Pat Broadwater
Sports Writer

Senior Ben Cammarano
threw for a career-high 273 yards
and three touchdowns to spark
Allegheny's 43-21 victory over
Kenyon College last Saturday at
Robertson Field.
The Gators, who have won
21 straight games, need to win
just one more this weekend
against 25th ranked Ohio Wesleyan to clinch their second
straight NCAC title and fourth
in five years.
Cammarano, the conference's top-rated passer, completed 15 of 19 passes against
Kenyon, and on the season has
thrown for 1,268 yards, eight
touchdowns and only two interceptions.
Freshman Arick Wilson set
up Allegheny's first score, a
two-yard run by junior Stanley
Drayton. Wilson picked off a
Kenyon pass one minute into
the game and returned it 20 yards
to the Lords' 23 yard line.

Four plays later, Drayton
tallied his 25th TD of the season, but freshman Chris Merski's extra point attempt was no
good.
The Lords took their only
lead in the game with 4:23 left
in the first quarter on a threeyard pass from quarterback Brad
Hensley to Sean McCabe.
Kenyon drove 99 yards in eight
plays en route to an early 7-6
edge.
On the Gator's next possession, Cammarano connected
with sophomore Rob Gardner on
a 39 yard touchdown pass, but
again the Gators could not convert the PAT. Gardner has 12
catches on the season and is averaging 23.4 yards a catch.
Merski accounted for all the
second quarter scoring, connecting on a 24-yard field goal to
give Allegheny a 15-7 halftime
lead.
Senior Julio Lacayo blew
the contest wide open scoring
two touchdowns six minutes
apart in the third quarter. The

Rich Dudley Photo

Senior All-American Tony Bifulco and leading tackler Wayne Mack combine on a stop
against Kenyon, while a host of Gator defenders look on.
co-captain caught TD passes of ing scorer, ran for 114 yards on of the Week for his performance
five and 40 yards to give Al- 23 carries, and Kaufman gained against Kenyon. Florkiewicz,
63 yards on nine carries. Lacayo who also doubles as the Gator's
legheny a 36-7 lead.
Two fourth quarter Kenyon caught seven passes for a sea- punter, had two sacks, two hurtouchdowns sandwiched an son-high 119 yards. Gardner had ries, a pass break-up, and three
tackles. Junior Wayne Mack
eight-yard run by freshman Al two receptions for 55 yards.
and senior Jeff Pearson had 10
Senior
T.J.
Florkiewicz
was
Kaufman to close the scoring.
Drayton, the nation's lead- named NCAC' Defensive Player tackles while senior co-captain
Darren Hadlock added nine stops.

Women's Cross Country Seeks NCAC Title
By Christine Darling
Sports Writer

The Gator women's crosscountry team will travel to
Delaware, Ohio for the 1991
NCAC Conference Championships this Saturday afternoon.
The Gators will be vying for
their fourth consecutive NCAC
title.
Top competition for the
women will come from Kenyon
and Ohio Wesleyan. Both teams
have improved since last year
and have many talented returners
to their squads.
Kenyon stands to give Allegheny their biggest run for the
title. Senior Kara Burkhold, last
years' conference champion is
once again leading the Kenyon
runners.
However, according to Allegheny Coach Ralph White,
senior Gator Alyse Holden
should give Burkhold a serious
challenge for the top finish.

photo courtesy Public Affairs

Tina Chase, Pam Karle, Alyse Holden and Serena Fraser
lead the women's cross country team.

Burkhold is currently ranked
third in the country and is returning from a fifth place finish
in last year's national meet.
"Burkhold has been consistently

running about a minute ahead of
the rest of the conference runners, but I think Alyse can best
her," White said.
Also expected to bid for top
places are Beth Blakemore of
Wooster and Kelly Wilder of
Kenyon. Allegheny has
sophomore Serena Fraser and
seniors Sue Castor and Pam
Karle in contention for top spots
as well.
"Pam has been running extremely consistent," said White,
"and Sue is a strong addition to
last year's team, she competes
very well in post season competition."
Castor said, "It [post season] is the time that counts, so I
can really dig iri, it's the part of
the season everyone remembers." Fraser who finished
eighth in last year's conference
meet will also be a strong asset
for Allegheny.
Allegheny will get some
added strength from junior Tina
Chase who has run few races do
to an injury. "I'm just going
to run and whatever happens
happens," Chase said. "I don't
want to have anything left at the
end."
The Gators declared twelve

competitors in Saturday's race.
Competing for Allegheny will
be seniors, Alyse Holden, Sue
Castor, Pam Kale, Julie Talbot, Tina Chase; sophomores
Marjie Anderson, Fraser and
Shawna Harrison and freshmen
Melissa Bules, Honora Faix,
Kate McConnell and Laura
Moeller.
White is extremely optimistic about the team's ability
to win the meet. "We've made
the big breakthrough, the other
teams have improved but not
like we have," he said.
Allegheny is favored in the
meet but after losing three scorers from last year's meet, sceptics arise. "Thirteen of the top
sixteen finishers will be running
Saturday," White said, "the three
that .aren't back were from Allegheny."
According to White the
team really does not have much
to be concerned about. "Kenyon
has a good 1-2-3 punch in
Burkhold, [Kelly] Wilder, and
their freshmen [Beth Worrall]. "
White explained, "Beth Blakemore from Wooster should also
place well," he continued.
"But," White put it simply, "I
think we are better."

Men's X-Country to Compete at Conference Championships
By Carey Boyce
Sports Writer

The Delaware Country
Club, Delaware, Ohio, will be
the site of some highly competitive cross-country racing this
weekend as the Allegheny Gators head into the North Coast

Athletic Conference Championships this Saturday. The
entire 12-man team will be
competing in the meet, but only
the top seven will factor into the
scoring with five to score and
two to displace.
With a total of nine teams
entered in the race, the competition stands heavily within six or

Since their last meet of the
seven. Denison, the 1990 defending champion, looks strong season with Slippery Rock, the
this season and will definitely be Gators have been focusing their
attention on speedwork and pacthe team to beat.
However, as coach George ing in order to fine tune their
Yuhasz optimistically racing-leg turnover.
Reducing the weekly
commented, "In an important
meet like this, anything can mileage has also been a key in
happen. In my estimation, it order for the team to get more
rest, physical as well as mental.
will be very close."

As seen in past meets this
season, mental readiness has
been a large contributor to the
success of its runners.
Junior Alan Bachman and
sophomore Bill Gresh are prime
examples of the success that can
be achieved if the correct mental
attitude is applied.
continued on page 17

